














TOWN OF MONUMENT 
HOME RULE CHARTER COMMISSION  

MEETING MINUTES 
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 29, 2021 – 5:30 PM 

Monument Town Hall - Board Room 
645 Beacon Lite Road - Monument CO 80132 

HRCC: all present 
Staff: Foreman, Rivera, Fox, Herington, VanDenHoek, Romero, Hogan, Herman
Guest: Duffey, Penny, Hoffmann 

1. Welcome and Introductions: (Mayor Wilson and Mike Foreman)

Wilson and Foreman introduced staff and guest speakers. Members of the home rule charter commission 
(HRCC) introduced themselves. 

2. Background of Home Rule Governance, the Purpose and Philosophy of a Charter,
Provisions to be Considered/Addressed in a Charter, and Charter Timelines:

a. Presentation From Corey Hoffmann - Attorney with Hoffmann Parker Wilson & Carberry P.C. and
Municipal Attorney for Black Hawk, Northglenn, Canon City, Elizabeth, Foxfield, Hudson,
Deer Trail, and Gilcrest

Hoffmann identified what should and should not be included in a charter. Hoffmann suggested
including (if applicable) election dates, initiative/referendum/recall procedures, procedures for filling
vacancies, minimum age for elected officials, form of government, wards/districts, adoption
procedures for ordinances/resolutions, manner of publication, establishing meeting procedure,
conduct of executive session. Hoffman suggested providing flexibility as opposed to limiting authority.
The home rule charter is a document of limitation and the only way to modify the charter is through an
election.

King: no income tax? Hoffmann: Correct, can impose any kind of tax except an income tax, but all
subject to voter approval. Trustee vs. Council, any difference? Hoffman, no difference.

Brunk: can put in as long as no conflict? Hoffmann: yes on matters of local concern – but don’t have to
put it in the charter to make it so, just by having the charter allows governing body to act in areas of
local concern. Brunk: elected official requirements, can make longer residency? Hoffmann: yes.

b. Presentation From Joseph Rivera - Special Counsel with Murray Dahl Berry & Renaud L.L.P. and
Interim Town Attorney for the Town of Monument

Rivera presented key milestones. Deadline for submission is May 1, 2022. After submission, BOT
sets election date. Consider aligning charter approval election with coordinated election to save
money and increase participation and combine with elected official voting. If included to try to
coordinated, then the window is April 7 and April 30. The only regular meeting of the board of
trustees in that window is April 18. Charter effective on date proposed in the charter subject to
challenge dates.

Brunk? What challenge? Hoffman: perhaps not included a required provision
Coopman? What if election changes the structure? Hoffmann: identify how the terms are going to be
effective as part of the continuity of the charter. Same as wards/districts.
Brunk? What kind of access to lawyer and someone like you. Foreman set aside budget, money to
hire attorney, can chose representation.

c. Presentation From Michael Penny - City Manager of Castle Pines

Penny stated a benefit to home rule is being able to collect you own sales tax and showed the HRCC
a video they created to educate citizens on benefits of home rule. Penny stated the charter passed
because the HRCC was drafted by their neighbors. Lusby: asked for better publicity campaign to pass



the charter? Hoffmann stated real world constraint, once ballot issue is set Town can’t spend any 
money for or against. Hoffmann discussed issue committees can be formed, Town can put together 
factual information. Lusby asked if we have to or others? Hoffmann stated anyone can. Penny stated 
their council passed a resolution in support of charter. Penny stated don’t write the ordinance, that’s 
for the governing body, the charter is the framework. Penny described how the process looked with 
Castle Pines wrote their charter. Penny suggested using key staff as resources and to create verbiage 
that is timeless. Penny provided examples of things that were and weren’t included in their charter and 
the reason why.  
 
King: question about removal from office, can charter have code of conduct or expectations. Penny: 
having a section for removal of officers, enabling them so they can do it but enabling it. Hoffmann: 
annexation is a matter of statewide concern.  

 
3. Structure of the Home Rule Charter Commission and Meetings Thereof: 

a. Election of a Chairman, Secretary and Other Officers Deemed Necessary 
Rivera read 31-2-206(4). Stated HRCC meetings are open to the public – 
includes email and text messages – think about structuring time where all 
present and receiving same information. Purpose of adopting chairman and 
secretary is who will lead meetings and present final product – call and chair the 
meetings – conduit for setting the agenda. Rivera, talk about how this board will 
make decisions. Who’s the chair, who’s the secretary, what other officers, 
designate subgroup for rules and procedures. Have a procedure for how you 
make decisions. ID a means to make decisions. Talk about a meeting calendar. 
Lusby: take names for Chair and Secretary.  
 
Lusby treasurer. 
Turner secretary agenda. Ladowski deputy secretary minutes.  
King chairman 
Brunk vice-chairman.  
 

b. Consideration of a Meeting Schedule, Location of Meetings, and Public Notice of Meetings 
Thursday – except for New Years and Christmas 
Dec. 21 will be on a Tuesday, Dec. 28 on Tuesday – Dec. 9 first meeting. 5:30pm. 9, 16, 21 and 28. 
In Jan. 6, 13, 20, 27.  

c. Consideration of Rules of Procedure for Future Meetings 
Quorum includes online attendance.  

 
4. Next Steps: 

a. Set Next Meeting 
b. Identify Needs -  
c. Assign Tasks -  

 
5. Adjournment: 



Town of Monument Home Rule Commission Meeting Agenda 

Wednesday, April 6, 2022 - 5:00pm 

Monument Town Hall Public Hearing - 645 Beacon Lite Rd, Monument, CO 80132 

 

1. Open Meeting 

2. Roll Call 

3. Approval of prior meeting minutes  

4. Voting to approve final draft of charter 

5. Review the graphics for the informational mailer, approve or send back for edits 

6. Public discussion and comments 

7. Adjourn 

































12/18/22, 9:48 PM Gmail - Fwd: Attorney Client Privileged Communication -- Reports of Criminal Conduct

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ik=05879adacb&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1752590023877331059&simpl=msg-f%3A1752590023877331059 1/5

darcy schoening <schoeningdarcy@gmail.com>

Fwd: Attorney Client Privileged Communication -- Reports of Criminal Conduct
1 message

Darcy Schoening <schoeningdarcym@gmail.com> Sun, Dec 18, 2022 at 9:48 PM
To: Darcy Schoening <schoeningdarcy@gmail.com>

Darcy Schoening 
Cell 630-796-5885

Begin forwarded message:

From: Darcy Schoening <schoeningdarcym@gmail.com>
Date: November 30, 2022 at 11:15:52 AM MST
To: Mark Waller <markwaller.law@comcast.net>
Subject: Fwd: Attorney Client Privileged Communication -- Reports of Criminal Conduct

Darcy Schoening 
Cell 630-796-5885

Begin forwarded message:

From: Darcy Schoening <schoeningdarcym@gmail.com>
Date: November 29, 2022 at 6:17:28 PM MST
To: stephens.amyg@gmail.com
Subject: Fwd: Attorney Client Privileged Communication -- Reports of Criminal Conduct

Darcy Schoening 
Cell 630-796-5885

mailto:schoeningdarcym@gmail.com
mailto:markwaller.law@comcast.net
mailto:schoeningdarcym@gmail.com
mailto:stephens.amyg@gmail.com
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Begin forwarded message:

From: Darcy Schoening <schoeningdarcym@gmail.com>
Date: November 29, 2022 at 6:16:05 PM MST
To: Darcy Schoening <schoeningdarcym@gmail.com>
Subject: Fwd: Attorney Client Privileged Communication -- Reports of Criminal Conduct

Darcy Schoening 
Cell 630-796-5885

Begin forwarded message:

From: Darcy Schoening <dschoening@tomgov.org>
Date: March 14, 2022 at 7:16:23 PM MDT
To: Darcy Schoening <schoeningdarcym@gmail.com>
Subject: Fwd: Attorney Client Privileged Communication -- Reports of Criminal Conduct

Darcy Schoening, Trustee
Town of Monument 
Cell 630-796-5885
https://www.townofmonument.org/

Begin forwarded message:

From: Darcy Schoening <dschoening@tomgov.org>
Date: March 14, 2022 at 7:15:00 PM MDT
To: Laurie Clark <lclark@tomgov.org>
Subject: Fwd: Attorney Client Privileged Communication -- Reports of Criminal Conduct

mailto:schoeningdarcym@gmail.com
mailto:schoeningdarcym@gmail.com
mailto:dschoening@tomgov.org
mailto:schoeningdarcym@gmail.com
https://www.townofmonument.org/
mailto:dschoening@tomgov.org
mailto:lclark@tomgov.org
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Darcy Schoening, Trustee
Town of Monument 
Cell 630-796-5885
https://www.townofmonument.org/

Begin forwarded message:

From: Mike Foreman <Mforeman@tomgov.org>
Date: March 14, 2022 at 5:25:55 PM MDT
To: Darcy Schoening <dschoening@tomgov.org>, Joe Rivera <jrivera@mdbrlaw.com>
Subject: Fwd: Attorney Client Privileged Communication -- Reports of Criminal
Conduct

Ms. Schoening:

In response to your email to me concerning potential sexual harassment from a fellow
Board Member I sent that to our Town Attorney. He then consulted with our Insurance Risk
Provider, CIRSA. I have included a copy of the results from his consultation with CIRSA
and instructions if a board member feels like they are the vic�m of or have witnessed
criminal conduct, the board member, like any member of the public, should feel free to
contact local law enforcement.

Please let me know if you need me to follow up on this in any way. 

Mike Foreman
Town Manager 
Town of Monument
www.TownofMonument.org
645 Beacon Lite Rd.
Monument, CO 80132
719-322-3043 Cell
719-884-8011 Fax
Follow @TownofMonument
Facebook |Twitter | Instagram | Nextdoor
 

https://www.townofmonument.org/
mailto:Mforeman@tomgov.org
mailto:dschoening@tomgov.org
mailto:jrivera@mdbrlaw.com
http://www.townofmonument.org/
https://www.google.com/maps/search/645+Beacon+Lite+Rd.+%0D%0A+%0D%0A+Monument,+CO+80132?entry=gmail&source=g
https://www.google.com/maps/search/645+Beacon+Lite+Rd.+%0D%0A+%0D%0A+Monument,+CO+80132?entry=gmail&source=g
https://www.facebook.com/TownofMonument/
https://twitter.com/townofmonument
https://www.instagram.com/townofmonument/
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From: Joe Rivera <jrivera@mdbrlaw.com>
Sent: Monday, March 7, 2022 5:33 PM
To: Mike Foreman <mforeman@tomgov.org>
Subject: FW: A�orney Client Privileged Communica�on -- Reports of Criminal Conduct
 
Mike
 
As we discussed, to the extent that a board member feels like they are the vic�m of or
have witnessed criminal conduct, the board member, like any member of the public,
should feel free to contact local law enforcement.
 
When a board member alleges criminal conduct in a report to Town of Monument
police, depending on the specific allega�ons, it may be wise to have the Town’s PD refer
the inves�ga�on to a sister law enforcement agency. The determina�on of whether to
handle the inves�ga�on internally or refer to another agency should be made on a case-
by-case basis.
 
Please let me know if you need me to follow up on this in any way. Thanks.
 
 
Joseph Rivera
Direct: 303-493-6678
jrivera@mdbrlaw.com
www.mdbrlaw.com
 
From: Joe Rivera <jrivera@mdbrlaw.com>
Sent: Wednesday, February 9, 2022 6:25 AM
To: Mike Foreman <mforeman@tomgov.org>
Subject: Fw: A�orney Client Privileged Communica�on -- 2d Message
 
Mike --
 
There is also a similar provision in the Town's code:
 
 

9.12.040 - Harassment.
 

mailto:jrivera@mdbrlaw.com
mailto:mforeman@tomgov.org
mailto:jrivera@mdbrlaw.com
http://www.mdbrlaw.com/
mailto:jrivera@mdbrlaw.com
mailto:mforeman@tomgov.org
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1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

B.

A.

It is unlawful for any person, with intent to harass, annoy or alarm another person,
to:

Strike, shove, kick or otherwise touch a person or subject
him or her to physical contact;
In a public place, direct obscene language or make an
obscene gesture to or at another person;
Follow a person in or about a public place or places;

Initiate communication with another,
anonymously or otherwise, by
telephone, in a manner intended
to harass or threaten bodily injury or
property damage, or to make any
comment, request, suggestion or
proposal which is obscene;

Make a telephone call or cause a telephone to ring
repeatedly, whether or not a conversation ensues, with no
purpose of legitimate conversation;
Repeatedly insult, taunt, challenge, or communicate in
offensively coarse language to another in a manner likely to
provoke a violent or disorderly response; or
Commit any one or more of the acts specified in this
subsection against the same person.

Any person who is convicted of, or pleads guilty or no contest to, a
violation of this section shall face a minimum fine of fifty dollars
($50.00) or maximum sentence of six months imprisonment and/or
a seven hundred fifty dollar ($750.00) fine.

 
 

18-9-111 Harassment--Kiana Arellanos law copy.pdf
120K

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=05879adacb&view=att&th=18527357521a0873&attid=0.1.1&disp=attd&safe=1&zw


 MONUMENT TOWN COUNCIL 
SPECIAL MEETING MINUTES 

Wednesday, December 28, 2022 – 3:30 PM 
Monument Town Hall – 645 Beacon Lite Rd., Monument CO 80132 

Hybrid Meeting – Remote Participation Via Teams  
 
1. Call to Order, Pledge of Allegiance, Roll Call: Mayor Pro Tem Elliott called to order the special meeting of the 
Monument Town Council and led those assembled in the Pledge of Allegiance. Elliott introduced Gregory Carlson, 
professional registered parliamentarian, and stated he will act as an advisor and assist with matters of Robert’s Rules of 
Order. Councilmember LaKind introduced his personal legal counsel, William Reed with Sherman and Howard. Elliott 
identified Grant Van Den Jagt as investigative attorney and presenter during executive session. Elliott read the rules of 
the meeting. Proper notice of the meeting was posted for more than 24 hours in the designated posting locations. The 
following Council members were present for the meeting: 
 

TOWN COUNCIL TOWN STAFF 
PRESENT: 
Mayor Pro Tem Kelly Elliott 
Councilmember Jim Romanello 
Councilmember Mitch LaKind 
Councilmember Darcy Schoening 

Mike Foreman, Town Manager 
Laura Hogan, Town Clerk 
Drew Anderson, IT 
Thomas Tharnish, Director of Public Works 

ATTENDED REMOTELY:  
Councilmember Ron Stephens 
ABSENT: 
Councilmember Redmond Ramos 

 
2. Executive Session: Romanello moved to enter executive session. LaKind made a point of order as executive session 
information has been leaked to certain members of the public and media and stated the Council can’t go into executive 
session. Van Der Jagt stated he is obligated to present his findings in executive session. Van Der Jagt clarified that the 
executive session information was emailed to the members of Town Council at the start of the meeting. Carlson stated 
the chair must rule on the point of order raised. LaKind moved to review the report in public. Schoening seconded the 
motion. Roll call vote was taken and the motion passed 5 to 0. LaKind asked for time to review the report. Van Der Jagt 
asked for a motion to waive atty client privilege. Schoening moved to waive attorney-client privilege in the investigation 
pursuant to Resolution No. 95-2022. LaKind seconded the motion. Roll call vote was taken, and motion passed 5 to 0. 
Elliott announced a 15-minute recess at 3:45 pm. The meeting resumed at 3:59pm. Van Der Jagt attempted to present 
his report and upon mention of “the town manager”, Foreman stated he was not notified the executive session was 
about him. Reed stated executive sessions regarding personnel matters require additional notification; a lengthy 
discussion ensured regarding this matter. Schoening moved to go into executive session to discuss a personnel matter. 
LaKind stated the Town paid for the investigative attorney to produce the report, not to provide legal advice. LaKind 
reiterated that employee(s) were not give the proper notice so Council cannot go into executive session for personnel 
matters. A discussion took place regarding the differences between executive sessions to receive legal advice and 
personnel matters as the relate to the matter at hand. Romanello moved to adjourn the meeting. LaKind seconded the 
motion. Roll call vote was taken, and the motion failed 2 to 3. Elliott, Schoening and Stevens opposed the motion. LaKind 
left the meeting at 4:18pm. Romanello moved to adjourn the meeting and no second was received. Schoening stated 
the contents of the investigation are now public and made a motion to adjourn. Romanello seconded the motion. Roll 
call vote was taken, and the motion passed 4 to 0. The meeting was adjourned at 4:23 pm.   
 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Laura Hogan, Town Clerk 















Privileged and Confidential 
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Do Not Publish or Disseminate Publicly 
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MEMORANDUM 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
TO: Town of Monument, Town Council 
FROM: Grant Van Der Jagt, Special Investigator 
DATE: December 28th, 2022 
RE:  Report of Investigation Findings 
 Privileged & Confidential Attorney-Client Communications 
 
 DO NOT PUBLISH OR DISSEMINATE PUBLICLY 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
The Town Council of Monument, Colorado (“Monument”) retained Starzynski Van Der Jagt P.C. 
to conduct an impartial and independent investigation regarding “some issues for the Board”. This 
was a broad mandate given very little time. During the December 16th, 2022 Special Meeting, the 
Lead Investigator Grant Van Der Jagt, Esq. made the urgency of responses clear and material to 
the ability to conduct the investigation and addressed any possibility of conflicts of interests and 
the effect of the limitations of time to conclude the report to the satisfaction of the Town Council 
before accepting the appointment.1 
 

 
1Engagement Agreement authorized by the Town Council on Friday, December 19, 2022 in Resolution 95-2022, signed by Mayor 
Pro Tem Kelly Elliott on Sunday December 18, 2022 after she and the Lead Investigator had prodded Town Manager Mike Foreman 
on December 16th, 2022 without response until December 19, 2022, in which response, the Town Manager stated he needed an 
“original copy”. After receiving another copy by email as an attachment, said the Town Manager sent it to “Joe to review” and 3 
hours later followed up after prodding that Joe is reviewing it. (Email from Town Manager to Lead Investigator December 19th, 2022 
9:04 am. & from Investigator to Town Manager prodding for a return signature 12:05 PM & 4:44PM). After reading Joe was 
reviewing, I wrote Joe to ask. No response was received. Eventually, an email was received from Mike saying Joe declined to 
review the agreement. Despite assurances from the Town Manager that he would cause no delay or obstruction, he has only 
caused delay and obstruction, having been one of the only persons to fail to provide any answers to any questions after the first full 
day of investigating. His obstructive conduct persisted throughout the investigation. I conclude that his conduct was more likely than 
not designed to obstruct my investigation. Finally, the Engagement Agreement was signed by Mike Foreman 12/21/22 just 4 full 
business days before the report was due. I recommend the Town Council hold the Town Manager in Contempt. 

http://www.vdjlaw.com/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lItIYZCnbXLDm_6qUSZrjXOOUfLJFAXD/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lItIYZCnbXLDm_6qUSZrjXOOUfLJFAXD/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lItIYZCnbXLDm_6qUSZrjXOOUfLJFAXD/view?usp=share_link
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As an independent special investigator, I made it clear that I am not political in my findings. All of 
my findings are conclusions based on objective information and are not pre-designed to result in 
any particular outcome. The allegations given the Investigator primarily focused on lay terms of 
“Electioneering,” “Misappropriation of Funds”, “Failure to Supervise”, “Conflicts of Interest” and 
“Gerrymandering”, leaving the door open to anything else the investigator finds noteworthy or 
concerning, with a primary focus on education rather than penalty.2 These allegations were all 
exclusively brought to the Lead Investigator by members of the Town Council pursuant to the 
Resolution. The scope was not limited to an internal investigation, allowing for the interview and 
investigation of private citizens and including other legal issues the Investigator discovers during 
the course of the investigation. 
 
During the investigation, everyone interviewed expressed support for a Home Rule Charter as a 
concept, however, the focus of the investigation was on whether the Home Rule Charter and 
election were legally fair in procedure and substance. Nothing in this investigation should be 
understood as an affront against the concept of Home Rule Charter, or an effort by establishment 
versus grassroots. To the contrary, it is not a political piece. It is in essence a Constitutional audit 
of the Charter, the election and the internal workings of the Town of Monument related thereto.  
 
The primary reason an attorney was required for a Special Investigation was that much of the 
information requested was expected to be confidential and not for public consumption, including 
attorney-client privileged information and executive session privileged information. Therefore, 
information gleaned from privileged sources, has all referenced material logged on a privileged 
log, while generic conclusions about the data are contained directly in this report. Because of the 
potential for conflicts of interest with the town attorney, each person asked to provide documents 
was additionally asked whether they had been represented by the town attorney, and if so, were 
provided a privilege folder to sort information they subjectively thought was privileged. Access to 
this data is controlled exclusively by the investigator and its employees or contractors as 
authorized by the engagement agreement and subject to its independent duty to protect 
confidential information. 
 
All self-sorted data is secured and marked appropriately to reflect the type of privilege asserted. 
Should the Town Council decide to publish any or all of this investigation to the public, it should 
be made known in advance that anything based on privileged or confidential information should 
first be redacted to protect all privileged data and confidential data sources. The investigator wrote 
the report presuming it would be published, and therefore drafted the document carefully not to 
reveal such information.  
 
Some information was gathered, which the investigator did not use in the report. No decision of 
the Town Council can overturn my own independent decision to keep certain information 
confidential, which includes all information provided by the Town’s former Attorney, who claimed 

 
2 During the December 16th, 2022 Special Meeting, the Lead Investigator explained that certain observations could trigger an 
affirmative duty to report violations of laws, particularly to the Attorney Regulation Counsel should the Town’s attorney be implicated, 
and therefore could not limit the review to education only.  
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her privilege at the time of publishing continues unwaived. If the Town Council authorizes that 
information to be released, the Town can obtain that information from other sources. 
 
The format of my report blends the Issues, Rules, Analysis and Conclusions into a simple to read 
memorandum. You will find important rules and analysis with reference material in the footnotes, 
leaving the majority of the body of my report for the summary. 
 
Town’s Questions [list of the issues] 

1. Distribution of Public Funds for Promotional Material  
a. Did the Town Manager himself, or through others at his direction, authorize the 

marketing and/or funding of promotional materials? 
i. Use of the Town Seal 
ii. Absence of required language 
iii. Clerk Reporting Issues 
iv. Common Art 
v. Conflict of Interest 
vi. Attempt to Conceal or Obstruct Investigations 
vii. Cure 

b. Did the Town attorney herself, or through others at her direction, authorize the 
marketing and/or funding of promotional materials? 

i. Use of the Town Seal 
ii. Absence of required language 
iii. Tracer Reporting Issues 
iv. Common Art 
v. Conflict of Interest 
vi. Attempt to Conceal or Obstruct Investigations 
vii. Cure 

c. Did the Town Attorney herself, or through others at her direction, authorize the 
Charter language and certify that no laws were violated therein, while acting as 
Counsel for the Charter, particularly Gerrymandering? And are there such legal 
issues?3 

Summary of Findings 

The Town has requested a report of the findings of the investigation.  These findings are based 
only on the documentary and recorded evidence collected or reviewed and the witness interviews 

 
3 There were additional areas of concern identified that should be addressed. First, during the course of my investigation, I was told 
in person that there had been regular violations of the open meetings laws. Second, I observed what can only be viewed as a hostile 
work environment and later uncovered evidence of several severe instances of sexual harassment. Third, meetings appear to have 
been run afoul of Robert’s Rules for so long that no one actually knew or respected proper procedure. I recommend education to be 
provided on each of these topics to facilitate better conduct for the public. Also, the Charter Commission was subjected to the open 
meetings laws, but did not audio/video record its meetings like all of the other town business had required, leaving gaps in the 
record of what and how the Charter was developed. Finally, several reports were made that the Town Manager and a person in HR 
are in a relationship, which would explain some of the above, as there is no record of any action taken to curb misconduct by those 
who supported the Charter against those who did not, and which resulted in elected officials resigning to avoid further sexual 
harassment. Removing political adversaries by allowing a hostile work environment is unprofessional and should never be tolerated. 
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conducted in the course of this rapid investigation by end of business on December 26th.4 
Although I consider the investigation sufficient for making the conclusions herein, it is by no means 
comprehensive. As stated at the onset of this investigation, more time and resources are needed 
to fully investigate what happened and how, as well as the legal ramifications and damages 
caused, as well as how to best address the educational aspects so that the same mistakes are 
not repeated in the future. I was allowed a tight budget and less than 7 business days (From 
December 19-December 28th) to complete this investigation. All fact gathering concluded at 
midnight on December 26th, allowing just 2 days to draft the final report. 

The Town requested that this investigation answer three categories of specific questions drafted 
by the Town Council.  Therefore, the findings are presented below, organized according to the 
overarching subject and then by specific sub-questions asked by the Town.  

In reaching these findings, I have applied a “preponderance of the evidence” standard, rather than 
the higher standard of “beyond a reasonable doubt” applicable in criminal investigations and the 
“clear and convincing evidence” standard imposed on some civil claims by statute. A 
preponderance of the evidence standard requires a finding that something is more likely than not, 
or that 50.01% of the evidence weighs in favor of a finding.  A preponderance of the evidence 
standard is the most common governing standard in civil claims and, relevant here, is the standard 
that would govern many claims implicated by the Town’s questions. My selection of this standard 
is not a statement about whether I believe there is any criminal guilt based on the standard 
“beyond a reasonable doubt”, or civil liability based on “clear and convincing evidence”. In fact, in 
many of the instances of misconduct identified, I do believe there is criminal culpability for certain 
staff and recommend that the Town Council pursue such additional investigation and prosecution 
as it deems necessary or appropriate.  
 
On the issue of Using Public Funds, I found that the Town Attorney is more likely than not  
culpable, whether by gross negligence or failure to supervise because she reportedly authorized 
the payment without knowing the content of the invoice at hand. While she insists she did not 
have mal intent, the Rules and Statutes dictating how attorneys handle money for others are 
based on “Strict Liability”. That is to say, if the money was improperly applied, culpability follows 
regardless of intent. The amount of public money spent was substantial enough to impact the 
election outcome. The money spent by the Town of Monument (“TOM”) was the “only” money 
spent on the Home Rule ballot question. Equally concerning was the manner in which the issue 
was “cured”.5 One can not embezzle funds from a trust account for one’s self-interest and then 
take funds from another source not available previously to cure the mistake, and then doctor the 
required Clerk filings to cover up the mistake after the error was caught, and avoid culpability 
entirely. Although the Town Attorney is culpable, she is not alone. The Town Manager has failed 
to set up proper accounting procedures to prevent this type of mistake from happening, and thus 

 
4 My first interview began just after the hearing on Friday December 16th, when I met with Darcy Schoening to discuss her witness 
testimony over dinner. Once finished, I interviewed Mayor Pro Tem Kelly Elliott at the same restaurant. My last interview ended at 
11 PM on December 26th, 2022. Some individuals were given the opportunity to provide information, but refused. 
5To say that a violation of trust was cured by replenishing the funds with other funds and updating reports, is to ignore the 
fundamental breach of trust. This “curing” occurred only after public scrutiny, not born of honesty or the desire to do the right thing. 
And raising the first 98% of money needed for any ballot measure is difficult because that is where the risk lies. Offsetting stolen 
money after the measure gains momentum is not as difficult as raising the seed money to start the venture. 
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I find the Town Manager also culpable for failing to properly supervise. Ultimately, the efforts of 
the 2A Charter, Town Attorney, and others to cure the misappropriation of funds do not satisfy 
either the FCPA (Fair Campaign Practices Act) or SOS (Secretary of State) rules for curing a 
reporting or spending transgression. While a fine would potentially be in order for a non-attorney-
represented organization, the issues in total created by the sequence of capricious errors and 
omissions ultimately undermined the procedural integrity of the entire 2A election as further 
demonstrated by the other issues identified. 
 
On the issue of Conflicts of Interest,6 I find that the Town Attorney has entered into too many roles 
as an attorney to avoid the conflicts of interest and failed to obtain sufficient written informed 
consent from each of the parties she advised.7 I heard from staff that she had represented them 
in personal capacities, official titles, as a quorum, as Town Council, as the Board, as Town 
Manager, as the Town of Monument, as a Charter Committee8, as a Charter Commission, and 
more, all without a written engagement or disclaimer of conflicts of interest. In my estimation, it is 
impossible to sufficiently disclaim the conflicts of interest in advising a Home Rule Committee on 
the legality of the Charter, the funding of that Charter, the Advertising of that Charter, and also 
upon its passage be the attorney who is to be retained through that charter by the new 
government. One can only conclude that her misappropriation of funds and failure to advise on 
material substantive or procedural  legal matters related to the Charter was caused by her blinding 
self-interest, rather than her mistake or omission. Education being the primary motivation of this 
investigation, I recommend that the Town seriously consider hiring several different law firms to 
represent the town’s various entities, rather than lumping them all into one person or one firm.9 
 
On the issue of using the Seal, failing to provide required payor information on promotional 
materials, and failure to properly report expenditures to the Town of Monument, I conclude that 
the Charter Committee, including the Town Attorney, are more likely culpable than not. Campaign 

 
6 A conflict of interest may arise when representation of a client affects a lawyer’s loyalty and independent judgment in the lawyer’s 
representation of another client, former client, or third person [C.R.P.C. 1.7 n1]. If the lawyer identifies a conflict, the lawyer must 
either decline the representation or obtain informed consent. See § 1.03[4], [5], below. Conduct violating C.R.P.C. 1.7 in conjunction 
with other disciplinary provisions has been held sufficient to justify disbarment [People v. Calvert, 280 P.3d 1269, 1290 (Colo. 
O.P.D.J. 2011)]. 
7 The Town Attorney regularly advises individuals in Monument government but the contract with the town does not provide for that 
service. Instead, she is to represent the Town. Because of the conflict, the advice often serves her self interest in conflict with what 
other disinterested attorneys recommend based on the same facts. On her application to be Town Attorney, she touts the expertise 
her firm has on many of the issues raised by this investigation, including open meetings laws. 
8 The Charter Committee is an Issue Committee as defined in Colo. Const. Art. XXVIII, Section 2: 
“(10) 

(a) “Issue committee” means any person, other than a natural person, or any group of two or more persons, including natural 
persons: 

(I) That has a major purpose of supporting or opposing any ballot issue or ballot question; or 
(II) That has accepted or made contributions or expenditures in excess of two hundred dollars to support or oppose any 
ballot issue or ballot question. 

(b) “Issue committee” does not include political parties, political committees, small donor committees, or candidate committees 
as otherwise defined in this section. 
(c) An issue committee shall be considered open and active until affirmatively closed by such committee or by action of the 
appropriate authority.” 

9 Other communities recognize the inherent conflict between their duties to the public and their role to the town. Larimer County, 
Colo., Code § 2-71 requires members of the Larimer County Board of Commissioners to represent unconflicted loyalty to the 
interests of the citizens of the entire county and states that this accountability supersedes any conflicting loyalty such as that to any 
advocacy or interest groups, or membership on other boards or staffs and the personal interest of any board member acting as an 
individual consumer of the county government's services. § 2-71(1). No Laporte Gravel Corp. v. Bd. of Cty. Comm'rs, 2022 COA 
6M, P1 

https://plus.lexis.com/document/?pdmfid=1530671&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Fanalytical-materials%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A635Y-T1F0-R03K-84DW-00000-00
https://plus.lexis.com/document/?pdmfid=1530671&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Fanalytical-materials%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A635Y-T1F0-R03K-84DW-00000-00
https://plus.lexis.com/document/?pdmfid=1530671&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Fanalytical-materials%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A635Y-T1F0-R03K-84DW-00000-00
https://plus.lexis.com/document/?pdmfid=1530671&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Fanalytical-materials%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A635Y-T1F0-R03K-84DW-00000-00
https://plus.lexis.com/document/?pdmfid=1530671&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Fanalytical-materials%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A635Y-T1F0-R03K-84DW-00000-00
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1n-p3uQLRJouQ-ebECrDYBOUWHbTwcofu/view?usp=drivesdk
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AEgXi_WiRwfvXKuE9KZFpXAIEb_tpa8G/view?usp=drivesdk
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dRBDFi5EwpTXwwrItQUsWU8pzmhlDtHO/view?usp=drivesdk
https://plus.lexis.com/api/document/collection/statutes-legislation/id/61VF-9YF1-DYDC-J096-00000-00?cite=Colo.%20Const.%20Art.%20XXVIII%2C%20Section%202&context=1530671
https://plus.lexis.com/api/document/collection/cases/id/64K8-0TJ1-JT99-2447-00000-00?page=1&reporter=7061&cite=2022%20COA%206M&context=1530671
https://plus.lexis.com/api/document/collection/cases/id/64K8-0TJ1-JT99-2447-00000-00?page=1&reporter=7061&cite=2022%20COA%206M&context=1530671
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Finance Laws on reporting use “Strict Liability” as the test for culpability for improper filings.10 The 
town attorney has presented no valid excuse for these errors and omissions, and in the case of 
Clerk filings, none is available. The appearance of a town seal on an issue committee’s private 
promotional material is an “endorsement” by Colorado Law.11 The fact that it was intentionally, by 
mistake, or otherwise improperly authorized, renders the document void as a materially fraudulent 
misrepresentation to the public.12 The placement of the seal was in my opinion either wantonly 
intended to misrepresent a Town endorsement to the voting public, or at a minimum the drafters 
callously disregarded the misrepresentation of the town’s endorsement on the matter at hand in 
violation of electioneering communications Colo. Const. art. XXVIII, § 6.13 This error on the Town 
attorney’s part, ultimately corrupted the procedural legitimacy of the entire 2A election and led to 
one of the most scandalous elections in Monument history. Many members of the public attested 
that they voted for 2A in part because they incorrectly understood 2A to be “endorsed” by the 
Town Council.14 
 
The first meeting of the HRCC was November 29th, 2021, held in the TOM boardroom. All HRCC 
members were present. Town Manager Mike Foreman was present. Mayor Don Wilson was 
present. TOM Attorney Joe Rivera was present. Town Clerk Laura Hogan was present. Very 
curiously, none of the Town Council was present because they were expressly told they were not 
allowed to observe or participate in any way.15 Also, I found it curious that no developers or owners 

 
10 See Colo. Rev. Stat. § 1-45-108 for TRACER reporting laws and definitions. 
11Colorado law defines the mere presence of a corporate seal as an endorsement. “Similarly, the authorized affixing of a corporate 
seal bearing the corporate name to a contractual writing purporting to be made by the corporation may have effect as a signature 
without any reference to the law of sealed instruments.” C.R.S. 4-2-203 
In Hayden v. Aurora, 57 Colo. 389, 393, the seal was concluded to be a necessary part of a government endorsement. “The bonds 
were signed by the mayor, attested by the town recorder under the corporate seal, and countersigned by the town treasurer.” 
12 A town seal is a corporate seal. In cases of unauthorized use of corporate seals, the document is rendered void, so no benefit is 
realized by the fraud. If a person has been fraudulently deceived about the nature of a document, so that he or she is excusably 
ignorant about what has been signed, courts recognize "fraud in the factum." See Meyers v. Johanningmeier, 735 P.2d 206, 207 
(Colo. App. 1987) (explaining relationship between statutory defense against holders in due course of negotiable instruments and 
the common law defense of fraud in the factum). Unlike other types of fraud, fraud in the factum yields an instrument that is void, 
and not merely voidable. Svanidze v. Kirkendall, 169 P.3d 262, 266 Therefore, the 2A issue committee, which resorted to misuse of 
the corporate seal of the Town should be disallowed any benefit therefrom.  
13“Callous Disregard” is a concept applied sparingly in law as an aggravating factor when considering the severity or reprehensibility 
of a wrongdoer’s conduct.  Some courts have found that an individual acted with callous disregard when the individual knew or 
should have known the conduct was wrong.  See, e.g., National Hockey League v. Metropolitan Hockey Club, Inc., 427 U.S. 639, 
640-43 (1976) (upholding sanction under rule requiring “willfulness, bad faith or fault” where trial court found the party’s violation of 
the rule showed “flagrant bad faith” and “callous disregard” for the party’s duties under the rule) (quotations omitted); Ramsden v. 
United States, 2 F.3d 322, 325 (9th Cir. 1993) (finding callous disregard for criminal defendant’s constitutional rights where the 
government admitted not obtaining a warrant before conducting a search, the government had the opportunity to obtain a warrant, 
and the government chose not to obtain a search warrant); People v. Tucker, 755 P.2d 452, 452-53 (Colo. 1988) (finding “callous 
disregard for the integrity of the judicial process and for the substantive laws of this state” when defendant married his second wife 
knowing that the divorce from his first marriage was incomplete).  Courts also have found callous disregard when an individual was 
cruelly reckless and indifferent to whether his or her actions would cause harm or would cause a particular type of harm or harm to a 
particular individual.  E.g., People v. Fei Qin, 470 P.3d 863, 871 (Colo. O.P.D.J. 2016) (severity of assault revealed perpetrator’s 
callous disregard for the victim’s welfare and “indifference” to whether the assault would harm a child held by the victim); Pettit v. 
Namie, 931 A.2d 790 (Pa. Commw. Ct. 2007) (distinguishing between willfulness and callous disregard).  Courts consider whether a 
defendant exhibited callous disregard only after finding particular wrongdoing giving rise to legal liability.  As discussed elsewhere in 
this report, I find it more likely than not that the Town Attorney did engage in conduct that would give rise to legal liability. Because 
that prerequisite to finding callous disregard is present, I find it more likely than not that the facts do support a finding that the Town 
Attorney’s conduct with respect to the Gerrymandering and Misrepresentation of the Endorsement and Seal of the Town to the 
Public was aggravated by callous disregard. 
14 The Investigator collected Affidavits from citizens attesting to being confused by the endorsement of the ballot measure, lack of 
attribution and being disenfranchised by unfairly being excluded from the redistricting process of the Charter. These Affidavits are 
available for inspection in the evidence folder. 
15 Link to Affidavit by Kelly Elliott 

https://plus.lexis.com/document/teaserdocument/?pdmfid=1530671&crid=8ac6c9af-53b5-485f-944f-b2fc83f20ebc&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Fcases%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A7Y1T-H060-YB0K-W01X-00000-00&pddocid=urn%3AcontentItem%3A7Y1T-H060-YB0K-W01X-00000-00&pdcontentcomponentid=4895&pdteaserkey=h1&pdislpamode=false&ecomp=bfbtk&earg=sr1&prid=54c3e5e7-1c29-4187-9583-508d158ea3d4
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1nRBCPGxRTyRLPrHN7iUGDigfRA3IMgVw
https://plus.lexis.com/api/document/collection/statutes-legislation/id/61P5-WYV1-DYDC-J1HP-00000-00?cite=C.R.S.%204-2-203&context=1530671
https://plus.lexis.com/api/document/collection/cases/id/3RRN-0PP0-0040-02YP-00000-00?page=393&reporter=3060&cite=57%20Colo.%20389&context=1530671
https://plus.lexis.com/api/document/collection/cases/id/4PCY-2BF0-TX4N-G4SW-00000-00?page=266&reporter=4933&cite=169%20P.3d%20262&context=1530671
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1sHl3irAKulZ0QtnV-z9jx7QfS-PolOul/edit?usp=drivesdk&ouid=101097780362291357251&rtpof=true&sd=true
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of water rights were in attendance.16 Attorney Corey Hoffman with Hoffman, Parker, Wilson, & 
Carberry gave a presentation to the HRCC. The presentation identified what should and should 
not be included in a Home Rule Charter. He mentioned topics such as minimum age for an elected 
official, establishing meeting procedures, wards/districts, and conduct of executive sessions. At 
that meeting, Commissioner Joel Lusby asked for better publicity and campaigning to pass the 
charter. Hoffman stated, “real world constraint, once ballot issue is set, town cannot spend any 
money for or against.” 
 
A little over three months later, at the March 3rd, 2022 HRCC meeting, Mike Foreman informed 
the HRCC on the role of the town once the charter is brought to the Board of Trustees and placed 
on the ballot. He stated, “any printing must be completed by May 18th. [Foreman] discussed the 
need for an issue committee. Someone outside the Charter Commission should be the 
Chairperson. Laura Kronick may be able to take on this role.” Foreman’s statement in this March 
3rd HRCC meeting clarifies that he is aware of electioneering laws for municipalities. Kronick did, 
indeed, assume the role of registered agent for Citizens for Home Rule.  
 
On March 20th, 2022, Mike Foreman emailed a link to a Canva account, which is still active and 
shared by both Foreman and Sana Abbott. The link contains a mailer and a door hanger, which 
clearly states vote “YES on Home Rule.” The hanger created within the Canva account is the 
exact same door hanger that appeared on Schoening’s door on October 8th that she later flagged 
as electioneering with the town seal. Brandy Turner forwarded Foreman’s email with the Canva 
link he shares with Sana Abbott to Ashley Watts on March 29th for ongoing edits, which lasted 
until April 4th. On April 4th, Brandy Turner sent the revised artwork to Mike Foreman and Laura 
Hogan and asked, “Can you please forward this to the HRCC fir [sic] review.  I dud [sic] already 
now [sic] that we need to name and add the name of the Facebook page.” Mike Foreman was not 
only aware of the artwork in question; he was actively creating it and dispersing it to the HRCC. 
Since Mike Foreman directly benefited from the Charter, his ongoing help with artwork approval 
combined with the misuse of taxpayer funds to pass the Charter further corrupted the November 
2022 TOM election.  
 
Artwork was forwarded by Mike Foreman to the HRCC on April 4th because the HRCC was set 
to meet April 6th to approve the artwork contained in the April 4th email. A public agenda for the 
April 6th HRCC meeting exists on the TOM website. The agenda states “Review graphics for the 
information mailer, approve or send back for edits.” However, minutes for the April 6th HRCC 
meeting are not available on the TOM website. There is no record of the artwork discussion on 
electioneering materials. TOM Clerk Laura Hogan states she did not receive minutes for the last 
two HRCC meetings, including April 6th. The HRCC did not record meetings.  
 
HRC Commissioner Sana Abbott emailed and created artwork for electioneering materials such 
as door hangers and signs with Mike Foreman and directed the final materials to be printed at Tri-
Lakes Printing. Sana Abbott gave Kathy at Tri-Lakes Printing the final approval for artwork clearly 
stating “YES on 2A Home Rule” on April 15th, 2022. Sana Abbott emailed the invoice for $2512.50 

 
16 Developers and owners of water rights explained to me that they were not afforded an opportunity to be heard in relation to their 
opinions on district lines. They did not receive any notice of meetings. 

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1nRBCPGxRTyRLPrHN7iUGDigfRA3IMgVw
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1nRBCPGxRTyRLPrHN7iUGDigfRA3IMgVw
https://www.canva.com/design/DAE7dIrUsEQ/wgG8jUgM2Krt0l2DDVmwWA/edit
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1nRBCPGxRTyRLPrHN7iUGDigfRA3IMgVw
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1nRBCPGxRTyRLPrHN7iUGDigfRA3IMgVw
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1nRBCPGxRTyRLPrHN7iUGDigfRA3IMgVw
https://monumenttownco.documents-on-demand.com/?l=ba8a21b20047ec11a359000c29a59557&r=06CEC64A4DD9E0896AF02075DB8933DF&d=a866770519b1ec11a370000c29a59557
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1nRBCPGxRTyRLPrHN7iUGDigfRA3IMgVw
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1nRBCPGxRTyRLPrHN7iUGDigfRA3IMgVw
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from Tri-Lakes Printing to Brandy Turner, Home Rule Commissioner, and Mike Foreman at 3:14 
PM on April 18th, 2022. The Board of Trustees met April 18th, 2022 at 6:30 PM. At that meeting, 
Kathryn Sellars of Hoffman, Parker, Wilson, & Carberry presented the Home Rule Charter to the 
Board of Trustees (“BOT”). Steve King presented the bulk of the more detailed information, and 
the BOT voted to place the Home Rule ballot question onto the November 8th, 2022 ballot. The 
April 18th BOT meeting adjourned at 8:12 PM. Mike Foreman forwarded the Tri-Lakes Printing 
invoice (dated April 15th) from Sana Abbott to the TOM Finance department and stated “approved 
to pay” at 9:21 PM on April 18th, 2022, little over one hour after the BOT concluded their meeting 
and voted to to place the Home Rule Charter onto the ballot. The timing of Foreman and Abbott’s 
actions, combined with Corey Hoffman’s clear instructions to be wary of accidentally 
electioneering, point to a clear scheme to deceive the BOT and the voters.  
 
The misappropriation of funds and town assets scheme continued into the Spring and Fall of 2022, 
and Mike Foreman covered it up. On May 11th, Sana Abbott emailed Mike Foreman and Laura 
Hogan and asked them to inform the rest of the HRCC, “I have finally picked up the door hangers, 
as well as the yard signs today from Kathy. I need to know how you want them dispersed, we 
need to discuss this. I am proposing a dinner meeting at [La] Casa Fiesta for the board, as well 
as Mike and Laura if you are able to join us.” It is clear the Home Rule Commission had the strong 
support of TOM staff. Later on in the same email to Mike Foreman and Laura Hogan, as Abbott 
proposed further use of taxpayer dollars to help pass a ballot issue, she directly used said 
language, “Also, we need to get dates to support the passing of the HRC and speak to the 
public/answer questions etc...I am proposing 2 dates each for the months of August, September, 
October.” Those signs were likely stored at Abbott’s home until they were dispersed with the other 
electioneering materials in early October, 2022. 
 
On October 8th, 2022, the first known “YES for Home Rule” door hangers began arriving on 
Monument doorsteps. On that day, Councilwoman Schoening emailed requests for a cease and 
desist to Mike Foreman and Joe Rivera due to the town seal being used in electioneering. The 
Attorney and Town Manager did not respond to Schoening’s complaints, so she again demanded 
this electioneering with the town seal be investigated and/or stopped in a second email on the 
morning of October 11th. On October 11th, Both Joe Rivera and Mike Foreman called Schoening 
in separate calls in the afternoon to inform her the town seal is neither copyrighted nor protected. 
Schoening asked the Town Manager if he approved the use of the town seal, to which he said 
that he did not. On October 11th, Mike Foreman and Joe Rivera were properly alerted to the 
improper use of the town seal. At no time during these phone conversations did Rivera or 
Foreman inform Schoening that the materials in question were illegally paid for by the Town of 
Monument, a fact that was known to the Town Manager at the time of the calls since he directly 
and indirectly created the electioneering materials Schoening was calling about. Schoening states 
that at the time of the calls, she assumed the Citizens for Home Rule Committee had improperly 
used the town seal; she didn’t know at the time that the TOM had used the seal on materials it 
illegally donated to an issue committee. Foreman made no mention to Schoening of any 
involvement on his behalf in the door hangers in question.  This lack of transparency leads the 
investigator to believe that the facts were purposefully hidden from the Town Council. It was not 
until Mayor Pro Tem Elliott filed a complaint on October 21st against the Citizens for Home Rule 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=82Yap3aAXCQ
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1nRBCPGxRTyRLPrHN7iUGDigfRA3IMgVw
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1nRBCPGxRTyRLPrHN7iUGDigfRA3IMgVw
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1nRBCPGxRTyRLPrHN7iUGDigfRA3IMgVw
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1nRBCPGxRTyRLPrHN7iUGDigfRA3IMgVw
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Committee that the Council was made aware that the marketing materials in question were 
purchased by the Town of Monument.  
 
Laura Kronick “cured” Elliott’s complaint on November 20th by amending her original filing to state 
that Citizens for Home Rule received an in-kind contribution of $2500 on May 6th of 2022, which 
included “door hangers, signs…” from the Town of Monument. Several council members raised 
issues with this contribution, as municipalities are explicitly prohibited from contributing to issue 
committees. The TOM paid invoice A-82975 from Tri-Lakes printing dated April 15th, 2022 with a 
check on April 29th, 2022. At the December 13th Council meeting, Citizens for Home Rule 
registered agent Laura Kronick stated in public comments (55:00) that the late filing was an 
“innocent mistake.” Kronick also stated the SOS had investigated this case and dismissed it. The 
SOS does not investigate such matters, but this lie was also predicated by Steve King (53:00) 
and used by several of the HRC Commissioners in their public comments or social media posts 
to negate the need for an investigation of misappropriation and the issues stemming from it. The 
disclosure of the in-kind donation of electioneering materials to Citizens for Home rule by the 
TOM, equating to misappropriation of funds and violation of state statute by the TOM, was not 
disclosed until a complaint was “cured” by Laura Kronick, filing agent, on November 20th, 2022. 
The invoice date and amount are still filed incorrectly; the date of the in-kind donation occurred 
on April 15th, and the filing states May 6th as reported by Kronick, and the total of the invoice is 
$2512.50. Kronick’s filing states the in-kind value of $2500.00 on her filing. The actual total invoice 
amount, $2512.50, comprises 99.8% of the total amount reportedly spent by Citizens for Home 
Rule to convince voters to vote YES on Ballot Issue 2A. This illegal contribution undoubtedly had 
a direct impact on the outcome of the Home Rule Charter ballot question in the November 8th, 
2022 election.  
 
On December 5th, the Town Council discussed the contribution at length in the Executive 
Session. According to witness statements from Darcy Schoening, Schoening asked Sellers “Why 
did you not tell them [CHARTER COMMISSION] these signs were illegal?” Sellers replied, “my 
only job was to oversee the charter. I didn’t notice signs or invoices.” Sellars said, “the BOT 
approved the expenditure April 18th.” Sellars’ statement was immediately disproven. Schoening 
said, “I checked the minutes on my phone. No, we did not. We would never approve 
misappropriation.” When Schoening asked who approved this, Mike Foreman said he did not 
know. Only educational materials were approved, according to Mike Foreman. This was clearly a 
lie, as Foreman helped create the electioneering materials in question per emails, Canva links, 
and testimony obtained during this investigation. Schoening told Sellars she is incompetent, and 
this happened under her watch. Sellars replied, “My only job is to help write the charter.” 
 
According to statements from Mayor Pro Tem Kelly Elliot, Kathryn Sellars alleged during the 
Executive Session that the Council approved the misappropriation of funds on April 18th, 2022. 
When Schoening looked at the minutes for that meeting and proved that statement to be untrue, 
Sellars looked at Mike Foreman and said “You told me they did…” At that point, Foreman 
shrugged in alleged confusion. During the executive session, Councilman Ramos demonstrated 
extreme aggression and hostility, and Councilman LaKind repeatedly tried to stall the investigation 
by making assertions that the investigation could be completed by the future Council, which 

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1nRBCPGxRTyRLPrHN7iUGDigfRA3IMgVw
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1nRBCPGxRTyRLPrHN7iUGDigfRA3IMgVw
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1nRBCPGxRTyRLPrHN7iUGDigfRA3IMgVw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PnXUJH7E2iI
https://www.koaa.com/news/covering-colorado/town-releases-documents-at-heart-of-electioneering-scandal
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PnXUJH7E2iI
https://monumenttownco.documents-on-demand.com/?l=b31615d72270ed11a39c000c29a59557&r=C2269E099AFFF47F270B8430538644E0&d=007545d18e72ed11a39c000c29a59557
https://monumenttownco.documents-on-demand.com/?l=b31615d72270ed11a39c000c29a59557&r=C2269E099AFFF47F270B8430538644E0&d=007545d18e72ed11a39c000c29a59557
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assumed office January 3rd. Nothing was resolved during the Executive Session, aside from the 
fact that Kathryn Sellars recused herself from future meetings regarding the electioneering. The 
exact statements made by Sellars, Foreman, and Councilmembers during the December 5th 
Executive Session are unavailable because the TOM has not complied with C.R.S. Section 24-6-
401 and 24-6-402; Kathryn Sellars stopped recording at the beginning of the December 5th 
Executive Session. Furthermore, any Executive Session not recorded (except for attorney client 
privileged information) by the TOM violates OML, and the number of violations should also be 
investigated. 
 
The Town Council met again on December 13th and again discussed the same issues that were 
previously discussed in Executive Session. Ramos was extremely aggressive in his stance 
against an investigation. He was combative and rude throughout the meeting and alleged that an 
investigation was only occurring out of “spite.” LaKind raised the issue with the appointment of 
Gesler as Special Attorney, which was likely a delay tactic.  
 
Concerning the issue of misappropriation of funds in the purchase of electioneering materials by 
the TOM, an overwhelming amount of evidence and statements support that there was a 
deliberate attempt to purchase the materials in question with TOM funds, and then to hide that 
purchase from the public and the BOT. Sana Abbott and Mike Foreman at the head of the 
conspiracy created a Canva account to direct the artwork collusion and created the electioneering 
materials for Ballot Issue 2A and then regularly corresponded about electioneering with taxpayer 
dollars and placement of said electioneering materials throughout town. The actions of Sana 
Abbott, Brandy Turner, and Mike Foreman equated to a misuse of funds in that the signs clearly 
stated “YES” on Ballot Issue 2A. Corey Hoffman warned the TOM in a public meeting about the 
difference between educational materials and electioneering on November 29th, 2021, yet 
everything that transpired since that HRCC meeting went directly against his advice. The actions 
of Mike Foreman, Sana Abbott, Brandy Turner, and the HRCC as a whole are a clear 
misappropriation of funds, and they covered up their actions throughout March-November of 
2022.   
 
On the issue of intimidation and the creation of a hostile work environment, several members of 
the Town Council, staff and even citizens indicated to me that they felt uncomfortable answering 
my questions because they feared retribution.17 During the investigation, Town Councilman 
Ramos has been cyber-bullying the Investigator and witnesses with a chilling effect on social 
media, which may have been criminal in nature.18 A close associate of Mith LaKind, Ryan Levier, 
whom LaKind recommended for appointment to the Home Rule Charter Commission on January 

 
17 Whether a potential witness has been subpoenaed at the time of defendant's intimidating contact is irrelevant. The witness 
intimidation statute, Colo. Rev. Stat. § 18-8-604, expressly forbids intimidation, not only of a witness, but also of one whom the 
accused believes is to be called as a witness in the future. All that is necessary to complete this crime is to presently attempt, by 
threat of harm or injury, to influence someone to withhold testimony at a future time. It is clear that "unlawfully" refers to the time 
when the testimony is to be actually withheld, not to the time of the contact. People v. Proctor, 194 Colo. 172, 173 Several witnesses 
had committed to providing affidavits of their testimony and after seeing rants by Town Councilman Ramos on social media decided 
not to provide those affidavits to me. 
18The Investigator Recommends Sanctions of Town Councilman Ramos for intimidating witnesses and the investigator during the 
investigation using a public rant against the investigation, witnesses, council people and the investigator. The Town Council should 
additionally consider referring the matter for criminal prosecution or publicly censuring his conduct as unbecoming of a sitting 
councilman. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PnXUJH7E2iI
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1nRBCPGxRTyRLPrHN7iUGDigfRA3IMgVw
https://monumenttownco.documents-on-demand.com/?l=a4ffc44a70ad47f08b547a84955bea55&r=E8609ACC517408C5A17767F1A7A6649D&d=1b6c9d6c1f68ec11a35f000c29a59557
https://plus.lexis.com/api/document/collection/cases/id/3RX4-1HC0-003D-92TB-00000-00?page=1&reporter=7060&cite=194%20Colo.%20172&context=1530671
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sUrHfPxOWBjGKQJQRTAcSzGJkAHx5Kdl/view?usp=share_link
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3rd, but was not appointed, attacked and spread outright lies about several Councilmembers 
between October and December of 2022 on social media and within his Substack account, which 
he emailed to Monument residents. Several false claims repeated by Levier, such as Schoening 
being a felon and the current Council not being a valid and elected body, also point to criminal 
behavior by Levier. This repeated, chiling intimidation by LaKind’s close friend Levier created a 
hostile environment for voters/residents and elected officials. Many residents told me they feared 
retaliation by LaKind and Levier in the form of social media posts or Substack articles and were 
consequently afraid to speak on the record. Steve King participated in ongoing cyber-bullying, 
posting on facebook “we are waiting” amongst a dozen other threatening posts. Sana Abbott also 
participated in the ongoing cyber-bullying, adding to the hesitance of residents to speak in this 
investigation.  
 
Witnesses said they observed backroom dealings and violations of open meetings laws, where 
the Town Council was meeting without public access. A few women reported sexually motivated 
intimidation over the course of past years.19 Some of the witnesses admitted to participating in 
such conspiracies and backroom dealings themselves, confirming the allegations. While violations 
of the open meetings laws were not the primary mission of this investigation, it is an aggravating 
circumstance because it demonstrates the ability of certain members to co-conspire against 
others in secret. In my judgment, these bad actors should not be afforded the benefits of their 
tainted actions, and I recommend that the Town seriously address the culture among the staff and 
Town Council with educational materials, so as not to continue running afoul of the Open Meetings 
Law (CRS 24-6-4).  And when the conduct results in misogyny or a hostile work environment, the 
TOM should refer it for criminal prosecution. 
 
On the third issue of the Kathryn Sellars’ supervision over the Commission and the Charter’s 
legality, and the broader question of whether the Charter and the election was legal, I outline the 
legal standard and apply the facts as follows: 
 
i. Evidence of Addressing whether Attorney Kathryn Sellars certified the legality of the Charter: 

Despite my best efforts to obtain the information necessary from the Home Rule 
Commission, the Home Rule Commission’s Attorney (now also known as the “Former Town 
Attorney” and Kathryn Sellars),20 and the Home Rule Committee,21 no evidence was 
gathered directly from Kathryn Sellars before her resignation, which could support or defend 
whether she herself addressed or certified the legality of the Charter.22 All members of the 

 
19 After a citizen made an inappropriate comment about sex and a councilwoman, Councilman Mitch LaKind responded with a 
sexually offensive statement on the dais about that councilwoman. After receiving a complaint, the Town Manager did nothing to 
stop the sexual harassment of a Coucilwoman and allowed the hostile work environment to continue, suggesting the councilwoman 
report it to police instead. 
20 Normally an investigator would use titles as a courtesy to refer to individuals in government, however due to the resignation of 
the Town Attorney, I determined it was safer to address her by name than to risk confusion with other former Town Attorneys. 
21 The Charter Commission consisted of Chair Steve King, Vice Chair Matt Brunk, Treasurer Joel Lusby, Secretary Brandy Turner, 
Secretary Janet A. Ladowski, Sana Abbott, Jennifer Coopman, Wayne Laugesen, Shannon Clark. The Charter Commission crafted 
the language of the Charter and is a different entity from the Charter Committee, which was the issue Committee responsible for the 
promotional materials that contained fraud, excluded attribution and failed to properly report campaign contributions. 
22 Email sent to Steven King requesting all communications between the Home Rule Committee and the Attorney Kathryn Sellers 
was sent on 12/19/2022. At the time of publishing, no response was received. It is recommended Steven King be publicly censured 
for obstructing an official governmental investigation. An email for information was sent to Attorney Kathryn Sellers, the “Town 
Attorney,” requesting information on 12/20/2022. At the time of publishing this report, no information was received. I recommend 

https://monumenttownco.documents-on-demand.com/?l=a4ffc44a70ad47f08b547a84955bea55&r=E8609ACC517408C5A17767F1A7A6649D&d=1b6c9d6c1f68ec11a35f000c29a59557
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1I9IV8ymhpJPz_ZX4v0j4ITFPLd22iORN
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1I9IV8ymhpJPz_ZX4v0j4ITFPLd22iORN
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1I9IV8ymhpJPz_ZX4v0j4ITFPLd22iORN
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1I9IV8ymhpJPz_ZX4v0j4ITFPLd22iORN
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1I9IV8ymhpJPz_ZX4v0j4ITFPLd22iORN
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1I9IV8ymhpJPz_ZX4v0j4ITFPLd22iORN
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1I9IV8ymhpJPz_ZX4v0j4ITFPLd22iORN
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1I9IV8ymhpJPz_ZX4v0j4ITFPLd22iORN
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1I9IV8ymhpJPz_ZX4v0j4ITFPLd22iORN
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xoxzNt-cFIOQmD3jQTZhY0huxYqXdASo/view?usp=drivesdk
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Commission who were asked for information did not provide any information. However, 
others familiar with the process, including Mike Foreman, did provide affidavits that the 
attorney provided some legal oversight but declined to say whether she certified the 
Charter’s legal compliance. After inspecting the minutes of the Commission, it is clear in 8.2 
that the attorney discussed her own role as future counsel, and offers a clear statement that 
the language of the Charter is approved, “as is”. In response to my inquiry for more details 
about the meeting, the Town Clerk explained that unlike other town public meetings subject 
to sunshine laws, no complete video or audio recordings were made of the Commission 
meetings, nor are they required.23 This is the only known anomaly to the Town’s standard 
procedure of recording public meetings. 

ii. I find by the preponderance of the evidence that the Town Attorney Kathryn Sellars did 
certify the language as being legal, but did so without doing sufficient research to make such 
a conclusion. Since several people had raised concerns about gerrymandering, Kathryn 
Sellars knew gerrymandering was an outstanding issue and was therefore at least negligent 
in failing to address the concern. 

iii. Does the Home Rule Charter violate Gerrymandering Laws? 
1. The US Constitution requires that a court consider any election process involving 

redistricting to be “fair and effective.” 
2. In Article XX of the Colorado Constitution, home rule gives local municipal 

governments the power to make legislation relevant to their areas, exercising control 
over issues of “local concern” while minimizing state intervention in municipal affairs. 
The municipality can make stricter rules, for example by imposing a 3% deviations 
instead of 5%, however, it can not allow for redistricting in violation of US or State 
Constitutional limitations on Gerrymandering which are broader, for example 16% 
instead of 5%.  

3. Colo. Rev. Stat. § 2-1-102 (2011) defines the Colorado standard for “fair and effective” 
redistricting of congressional districts.  

4. Hall v. Moreno, 2012 CO 14 sets forth a 6 part test for the Colorado standard: 

In determining whether the process passed or failed, I again used the preponderance of the 
evidence standard, though I would have the same conclusion using the clear and convincing 
evidence standard as well. 

a. Does the Charter “maximize fair and effective representation for all 
citizens?” FAILED. There is no redeeming reason to pass the effort, 
which substantially failed the other five tests24  

 
publicly censuring her for obstructing an official government investigation. Sana Abbot also has not responded to the document 
request, thus I suggest publicly censuring her for obstructing an official government investigation. 
23 The repetitive feeling of having private meetings that are not recorded continually gave me the impression that everyone is 
involved with backroom dealings within the town. From the instant I stepped forward to be interviewed for the job until my last 
communication, I witnessed shady conduct and bizarre body language, including rooms that go silent when I enter and pupils that 
contract to extremes upon sight of me. In light of this and other findings, I can not in good faith claim the process was fair. It is more 
likely than not that a small to medium sized group of people in the public and in Town Hall manipulated and conspired within the 
Charter process to make it as unfair as possible with the hopes of benefiting personally and not getting caught. Reports of terrible 
behavior going unchecked and staff resigning due to intimidation simply highlighted my own intuitive and observed suspicions of 
malicious collusion. 
24 Worthy of additional note are the resulting substantial disparities in water & development rights created by the redistricting, which 
was raised to me by several citizens concerned about the unfair election process. They claim they were never given the opportunity 
to be heard prior to the Home Rule Charter being approved to be placed on the ballot. I interviewed several developers who said 
they had a substantial interest in the issue, but were never afforded a fair opportunity to participate or be heard prior to districts 
being formed and the language being approved for the ballot. 

https://plus.lexis.com/document/?pdmfid=1530671&crid=b590e818-df67-45b5-a7f9-a6191a63ca14&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Fcases%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A552C-2NY1-F04C-303J-00000-00&pdcontentcomponentid=4894&pdteaserkey=&pdislpamode=false&pdworkfolderlocatorid=NOT_SAVED_IN_WORKFOLDER&ecomp=bfbtk&earg=sr0&prid=2efc696d-d1d7-4da9-ab6c-725429eebf4b
https://plus.lexis.com/api/document/collection/cases/id/552C-2NY1-F04C-303J-00000-00?cite=2012%20CO%2014&context=1530671
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b. Was it subjected to an open and fair process? FAILED.25 
c. Did the Charter Committee abuse its discretion? YES. FAILED.26 
d. Was the Charter Committee reasonable in placing its concern for 

present communities of interest above a mechanistic attempt to 
minimize the disruption of existing district boundaries? No. 
FAILED.27 

e. How many Coloradoans in Monument were moved from their 
existing districts? More than 5%? Yes. FAILED. By the Calculation 
of Experts interviewed and the 2020 census 16% of Monument 
voters were moved from their existing districts. 

f. Was the redistricting Arbitrary or Capricious? BOTH. FAILED. 
5. Although the Municipal Code is silent on the subject of Gerrymandering 

standards, the Home Rules for County issues have adopted the state rules 
and the Municipality can only create rules which are more strict than the 
State’s. See Recommendations. 

My research of the substance and the procedure of the 2A ballot measure led me to conclude it 
was substantially corrupted by the omissions of Kathryn Sellars and the conspiracies hatched 
during the illegal meetings held outside of public meetings. The Charter election process and 
substance appears to be patently in violation of the US and Colorado Constitution because it 
arbitrarily and capriciously violates the notion of “fair and effective” representation and the 
Gerrymandering laws in the State of Colorado. There was no record of any discussion of other 
methodologies for dissecting the voting district from public or private meetings. A whopping 16% 
voter disparity was created between one side of the district and the other, while wildly changing 
existing voting districts, and the incoming authorities. Members of the public, Town Council and 
persons with substantial interests in the process and outcomes were denied access and 
opportunity for input. 
 
TOM Home Rule Charter Section 7.1 addresses Qualifications and Appointment of the Town 
Manager. TOM Mike Foreman had a vested interest in the Charter Commission creating Section 
7, which would benefit him personally. Rather than requesting an unbiased third party to advise 
the HRCC on this section, Foreman alone guided the HRCC on section 7.2 of the Charter. The 
HRCC should have requested an unbiased third party to advise the writing of this section of the 

 
25 Members of Town Council most familiar with the issues of the town were told by their attorney they can not participate at all in the 
Commission’s formation of language. Public meetings were held by the commission but not well attended, suggesting there was 
little to no attempt to include the public. No recording of the meetings was made, the only known anomaly in the Town of 
Monument’s standard procedure, giving rise to suspicion of improper process. Witnesses reported seeing members of the 
Commission meeting together without a public meeting. Evidence of collusion and conspiracy has been presented. Affidavits 
regarding misappropriation of funds, town assets, misrepresentations and electioneering all strongly support my finding that there 
was an illegal, corrupt and unfair election process to determine the new voting districts, which seemingly served the self interest of 
those on and near to the Commission. 
26 In my research, as flushed out in more detail throughout this report, I conclude based on objective evidence both the Charter 
Commission and Committee abused their discretion by violating several laws, defrauding the public and electioneering so that both 
the substance and process of the 2A election were entirely corrupted. 
27 My investigation turned up no evidence of any attempt to honor existing boundaries. I find it more likely than not that the 
boundaries were decided at best arbitrarily or capriciously, but unfortunately, at worst, which is most likely, based on the self-interest 
of the members of the Commission, who reportedly immediately started discussing how they would financially benefit during the first 
set of meetings. No recording of the meetings was made and I therefore can not prove beyond a reasonable doubt, but I do 
conclude this by the preponderance of the evidence. 
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Charter. Any legal actions taken within Section 7.2 should have been taken without the presence 
of Mike Foreman. The near impossibility of firing the Manager, according to witness statements, 
was added at the behest of the Town Manager himself.  
 
Those in favor of 2A who participated in the transgressions reportedly all stand to gain power as 
a result of their failure to collaborate on fair election redistricting. For example, under the statutory 
form of government, the Town Manager could be removed by majority vote. After the passage of 
the Home Rule Charter, termination of the Town Manager requires 5 votes, regardless of how 
many Councilmembers are present. The Town Manager now finds himself in the midst of at least 
two investigations. Due to the Charter that he helped pass, both directly and indirectly, he would 
now be almost impossible to terminate. I find all of this highly suspicious and riddled with proof of 
an unfair election process. 
 
The HRCC formed on November 29th, 2022. On December 9th, 2021, at the first HRCC meeting, 
Steve King asked for a population map and discussed dividing the Town of Monument into 
districts. He discussed this same issue at length at the HRCC December 9th and December 16th 
meetings of 2021. Redistricting was discussed, and votes were taken on Monument districts at 
the December 9th, 16th, and 21st HRCC meetings. HRCC attorney Kathryn Sellars was hired on 
December 16th, 2021 but did not attend an HRCC meeting until January 20th, 2022. At the March 
15th, 2022 HRCC meeting, “public comments”, where only a select few were noticed of the 
meeting or allowed to be present, expressed concerns about public boundaries in HRC Section 
2.2. Sellars did ultimately review and approve the Home Rule Charter and present it as a legal 
ballot document on April 18th, 2022 to the Board of Trustees. Over the span of the eighteen HRCC 
meetings Sellars attended, over eighty (80) requests exist in the available minutes that instruct 
Sellars to reword, provide opinion, give advice, or review the completed charter. No proof of such 
edits being completed were provided to the Investigator at the time of publishing these findings. 
 
Steve King presented the contents of the Home Rule Charter on April 18th, 2022 to the Board of 
Trustees. King stated “We define residential districts. We break Monument into two residential 
districts so that each district could have its own councilmember. And two council members come 
from each district. We felt that the West and East part of town are different in character. We tried 
to balance how the population bases out. We incorporated the Village North of Higby as part of 
the Western Zone, and then the entire Western Zone is one district. And then South of Higby is 
the other district, which gets the population fairly close. And that can be adjusted as populations 
change.” 
 
When Councilman Stephens asked Kathryn Sellars how the redistricting could legally have a 16% 
disparity on October 21st, she emailed back, “I do want to add a couple of clarifications. It is 
population which is a factor, not registered voters. I don’t know how much that makes a 
difference in Monument. There are a variety of other factors that go into drawing districts than 
just population.  The article I will forward to you will discuss those other factors.” 
 
The attorney for the Charter, Kathryn Sellars, was hired to be the attorney for the Home Rule 
Government. When I asked Sellars on December 20th how that transpired, within 90 minutes, she 
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turned in her resignation, citing that my questions escaped the scope of the investigation as her 
reason. Combining her refusal to answer basic questions about her role and the crafting of the 
Charter language and testimony by witnesses who raised the issue of Gerrymandering without a 
response from Kathryn, the end result has become an unshakable aura of unfair election 
processes, disparity of power in the community and unfair representation in government. For 
these reasons, I find that the Town Attorney acted with self-interested callous disregard for the 
illegality of the issues discovered in the substantive development and procedural supervision of 
the passage of the Town Charter, rendering the town Charter VOID as against the US 
Constitution, Colorado Constitution, State Statute, and all notions of fairness.28 
 

Recommendations to Town Council 
 

1. Publicly Censure:29 
a. Steven King- for obstructing an official investigation30 
b. Kathryn Sellars- for obstructing an official investigation31 
c. Sana Abbott- for obstructing an official investigation32 
d. Mike Foreman- for obstructing an official investigation and failing to completely 

address misogyny and the hostile work environment33 
e. Redmond Ramos- publicly intimidating witnesses, ridiculing the investigation and 

the investigator during the investigation34 

 
28 I did consider the alternative of reforming the Charter, as most of the folks I interviewed, even those who testified against the 
Charter as written, support the move toward Home Rule, however, I do not see authority for any reformation of the Charter in the 
Home Rule Statute. 
29 Public Censure is a civil remedy. The Town Council may generally discipline its Members for violations of law, including crimes; 
for violations of internal rules; or for any conduct which the Town Council finds has reflected discredit upon the institution, or which is 
found to breach its privileges, demonstrate contempt for the institution, or reflect discredit on the Town. When the most severe 
sanction of expulsion has been employed, the underlying conduct deemed to have merited removal from office has historically 
involved either disloyalty to the United States, or the violation of a criminal law involving the abuse of one’s official position, such as 
bribery. The House of Representatives for example has actually expelled only five Members in its history, but a number of Members, 
facing likely congressional discipline for misconduct, have resigned from Congress or have been defeated in an election prior to any 
formal House action. A “censure” is a formal, majority vote on a resolution disapproving a Member’s conduct, generally with the 
additional requirement that the Member stand at the “well” of the House chamber to receive a verbal rebuke and reading of the 
resolution by the Speaker. Twenty-three Members of the House have been censured for various forms of misconduct, including (in 
the 19th century) insulting or other unparliamentary language on the floor or assaults on other Members, as well as, more recently, 
financial improprieties. A “reprimand” involves a lesser level of disapproval of the conduct of a Member than that of a “censure,” but 
also involves a formal vote by the Town Council. Historically, Members are “reprimanded” for a range of misconduct, including 
failure to disclose personal interests in official matters; misrepresentations to investigating committees; failure to report campaign 
contributions; conversion of campaign contributions to personal use; ghost voting and payroll improprieties; the misuse of one’s 
political influence in administrative matters to help a personal associate; providing inaccurate, incomplete, and unreliable information 
to the investigating committee; for a breach of decorum in a joint session; and the misuse of official resources by compelling 
congressional staff to work on political campaigns. 
30 Refused to answer any questions about the investigation. 
31 Refused to answer any questions about the investigation. 
32 Refused to answer any questions about the investigation. 
33 Initially refused to answer any questions about the investigation by making excuses, only answered questions after threat of 
contempt, and even then, answered in a manner which provided no useful information. Mitigating circumstances include the Town’s 
right to an attorney, but he never raised his right to an attorney, and the technology excuse Drew claimed was a true problem, which 
could have been avoided by sending pdf’s of the emails requested rather than the computer code of those emails. In my opinion, 
these were intentional obstruction techniques deployed by the manager who has a tattered past of being terminated for similar 
conduct. In the end, the limited evidence and testimony provided supported my findings in this report. 
34 A video of Redmond Ramos is in the evidence file. He publicly made statements designed to intimidate and ridicule the 
investigator, investigation and witnesses. 
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f. Mitch LaKind- For obstruction of an official investigation and for directing a 
disgusting misogynist comment to a Councilwoman while at the Dias35 

g. Drew Anderson-36 For aiding in the obstruction of the investigation 
2. Hold in Civil Contempt of Town Council: 

a. Mike Foreman- for unjustifiably delaying or refusing to carry out the orders of 
Resolution 95-2022, for obstructing an official investigation and failing to 
completely address misogyny and the hostile work environment37 

b. Steven King- for obstructing an official investigation38 
c. Sana Abbott- for obstructing an official investigation39 
d. Redmond Ramos- publicly intimidating witnesses, ridiculing the investigation and 

the investigator during the investigation40 
e. Mitch LaKind- For obstruction of an official investigation and for directing a 

disgusting misogynist comment to a Councilwoman while at the Dias41 
3. Terminate the employ of 

a. Mike Foreman 
b. Kathryn Sellars42 - Accept the Resignation “Under Investigation” 

4. Formally accept the finding that Kathryn Sellars committed the following under aggravating 
circumstances and file an ethics complaint with the Supreme Court Attorney Regulation 
Counsel against Kathryn Sellars for further investigation:43 

 
35 Refused to answer any questions about the investigation and on 12//22/2022 the investigator was told to direct all questions to 
his attorney who would answer by the 27th, which would be too late for inclusion in this report, which was known by LaKind to be 
after the deadline set for evidence gathering by the investigator, and just before the scheduled release of the report. The attorney 
acknowledged the deadline set in writing, and refused to meet it in writing. Mitch LaKind did not assert or invoke his 5th Amendment 
Right against civil liability, which is described more fully in footnote 43. 
36 The conduct of Drew Anderson during the Investigation was less than expected particularly when contrasted with Town Clerk 
Laura Hogan’s professionalism. I suspect he was either voluntarily or in collusion and conspiracy with others intentionally 
obstructing the investigation. However, once he was directed by Mike Foreman to do something, he did exactly as told. My concern 
is that he knowingly participated in actions designed to obstruct the investigation, undermining the intent of the Town in identifying 
wrongful or incriminating conduct by employees, something no citizen should tolerate. 
37 Initially Mike Foreman refused to sign the Investigator’s engagement letter as ordered by the Town Council and refused to 
answer any questions about the investigation by making excuses. He only signed and answered questions after threat of contempt, 
and even then, answered in a manner which he thought provided no useful information. Mitigating circumstances include the Town’s 
right to an attorney, but Mike Foreman never asserted his personal Rights, and the technology excuse Drew claimed on Mike’s 
behalf was a true problem, which could have been avoided by sending pdf’s of the emails requested rather than the computer code 
of those emails. In my opinion, these were intentional obstruction techniques deployed by the Town Manager to escape culpability. 
He has a tattered past of being terminated for similar conduct. In the end, the limited evidence and testimony provided became a 
major support for my findings in this report. 
38 Refused to answer any questions about the investigation. 
39 Refused to answer any questions about the investigation. 
40 A video of Redmond Ramos is in the evidence file. He publicly made statements designed to intimidate and ridicule the 
investigator, investigation and witnesses. 
41 Refused to answer any questions about the investigation. 
42In light of her resignation, officially accept her resignation and document that she would have been fired with cause. Although she 
could be fired after resignation, this does not likely work to the advantage of the Town. Seek the legal advice of an HR attorney for 
advice on firing her. No additional advice is needed for accepting her resignation “under investigation”. 
43 “Colorado cases involving the type of rule violations before us support a period of suspension. Cases in which a lawyer converts 
funds and engages in dishonest conduct point toward a term of suspension that lasts longer than one year. In In re Fischer, for 
instance, the Colorado Supreme Court reversed an order of disbarment and suspended a lawyer for one year and one day based on 
the lawyer's misappropriation of funds from marital assets while representing a client in a dissolution proceeding.22 The lawyer sold 
marital property pursuant to the parties' settlement agreement, which the court had approved as an order.23 The lawyer knowingly 
disbursed the proceeds from the sale and paid himself for attorney's fees, even though the disbursements were not authorized 
under the settlement agreement and order.24 The Colorado Supreme Court determined that the lawyer's misappropriation of the 
third-party funds entrusted to him warranted a suspension in light of the mitigating factors, including that the lawyer conducted the 
unauthorized transactions in the open, paid restitution to address the injuries from his misconduct, and expressed remorse.25 The 
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a. Obstruction of an official government investigation44 
b. Acting on conflicts of interest 
c. Malpractice, error or omission, resulting in deception of the public45 

 
Fischer court noted three aggravating factors: a remote letter of admonition, the lawyer's substantial experience in the practice of 
law, and the lawyer's dishonest or selfish motive.26 But the factors added little aggravation under the facts of the case, as the 
lawyer did not take payment beyond his earned fees and in part had acted out of concern for his client's welfare.27 Though the 
lawyer admitted that he violated Colo. RPC 3.4(c), the admission did not factor heavily in the Colorado Supreme Court's decision, as 
the lawyer's admission was inconsistent with his assertion that he was not aware he violated a court order when he disbursed the 
funds.28” Kathryn Sellars conduct is similar in that she presents her extensive experience in these subjects on her application for 
employ, acted in self interest and in conflict of interests, oversaw the misappropriation of funds and assets (seal) in furtherance of 
her interest and that of the Issue Committee’s interest and attempted to fix the issues by seeking another party to pay back the 
funds to the town, who in fact did pay it all back. Although it is claimed to have been a mistake, it is my conclusion it was by design 
or at least out of callous disregard. 
“In People v. McGrath, the Colorado Supreme Court approved a stipulation to suspend a lawyer for one year and one day after the 
lawyer misappropriated garnished payments that he had received in satisfaction of a judgment he obtained for his client.29 The 
lawyer deposited some of the garnished funds into his operating account while misrepresenting to his client that he had deposited all 
of the funds into his trust account.30 The lawyer later made the same misrepresentation to disciplinary authorities.31 Though the 
lawyer's misconduct included his neglect of his client's matter, the McGrath court relied on ABA Standard 4.12 to suspend the 
lawyer for one year and one day, stating that suspension was the appropriate sanction when a lawyer knows or should know that 
the lawyer is mishandling client property, thereby potentially causing the client harm.32 The McGrath court also found that the 
lawyer's dishonesty aggravated his misconduct.33” Kathryn Sellars similarly attempted to cover up the mistake. Whether or not she 
was responsible for the errors in the Clerk reporting to cure her mistake, she certainly had influence over the decision, which 
resulted in false reporting. I conclude these are additionally aggravating circumstances.  
“Last, the Colorado Supreme Court imposed a significant period of suspension when, among other misconduct, a lawyer knowingly 
engaged in a conflict of interest without disclosing the conflict to his client, injuring his client.34 In that case, People v. Schmad, the 
lawyer attempted to settle a personal injury case with an insurer under terms similar to those that the lawyer's client had already 
rejected.35 The lawyer's client had an immediate need for funds to pay for therapy and rehabilitation and thus did not want to 
receive future settlement payments. Even so, the lawyer pressed his client to agree to a lump-sum payment of $25,000.00.” Kathryn 
Sellars’ conduct was in furtherance of her self-interest by among other logic, further securing her position as Town Attorney, and she 
failed to obtain written informed consent on these conflicts. Several staff members reported feeling like Sellars represented them, 
which raised additional concern that in my investigation, no evidence of an attempt to describe or delineate her role as Town 
Attorney had been made by her. Her resignation and refusal to answer questions made it impossible for me to disprove this point. I 
recommend that the Attorney Regulation Counsel look closer at the emails if time permits, which my investigation did not have. I do 
suspect there was collusion and a broader conspiracy related to the misrepresentations and electioneering, as I believe the 
evidence has proven. 
Complainant: the People of Colo. Respondent: Brenda L. Storey, 2022 Colo. Discipl. LEXIS 56, *16-19 
44 An email was sent to Kathryn Sellars in the early hours of the investigation on Tuesday the 19th, and approximately 3 hours later, 
the Town received her resignation. No assertion of her 4th, 5th, or 6th amendment rights were made. The resignation and refusal to 
provide the information demanded under official government investigation resulted in a substantial obstruction in the investigation of 
not only her conduct but that of other individuals in the Town of Monument’s staff, and the potential conspiracy to electioneer and 
misrepresent the Charter to the public. When a criminal defendant pleads the Fifth, jurors and in this matter an investigator and the 
Town Council are not allowed to take the refusal into consideration when deciding whether a defendant is guilty. In the 2001 case 
Ohio v. Reiner, the U.S. Supreme Court held that “a witness may have reasonable fear of prosecution and yet be innocent of any 
wrong doing. The [Fifth Amendment right against self-incrimination] serves to protect the innocent who otherwise might be ensnared 
by ambiguous circumstances.” Defendants may assert their Fifth Amendment rights during civil trials, too, if testimony would open 
them up to criminal charges. But defendants in civil trials do not enjoy the same protections against bias with respect to liability. This 
means that an investigator, jury or Town Council is free to make inferences when a defendant chooses not to testify in a civil trial for 
fear of self incrimination. And, merely refusing to answer or stating that questions are to be directed to an attorney, or that a person 
is represented by counsel, or that one will answer questions much later is not an assertion of this privilege. Several witnesses 
decided not to answer any questions or to do so with extreme delay or to answer questions with technology the investigator could 
not decipher even with technology support, or to direct questions to attorneys, all of which failed to assert a 5th Amendment right, 
and the investigator and Town Council are therefore free to read into these actions in determining civil liability.  
45 Throughout the investigation, I immediately concluded that any attorney would have and should have known about Clerk reports, 
the duties associated with campaign finance laws, the US Constitution and related Gerrymandering laws and applied these laws to 
any analysis on the Charter language before allowing it to proceed to the voters. I asked several witnesses with personal eye-
witness knowledge of the Commission meetings whether any legal advice was given on the substance of the Charter. At least one 
witness signed an affidavit stating no advice was ever given. It is my conclusion that the failure to advise the stated client the 
Commission about gerrymandering was either an innocent omission, or in light of how the failure served her self interest was more 
likely than not done in callous disregard to secure her promised Town Council position. During the investigation, I came across 
testimony that during the Commission’s initial meeting, the members began immediately discussing how they would design the 
Charter to maximize their personal gain, including discussions of salaries and who would be the Town Attorney. This was the 
strongest evidence of collusion and conspiracy, a conclusion I did not find enough information to support as a finding because 
meetings were not recorded and I don’t know who all was involved in what became electioneering, misappropriations and 
misrepresentations. 

https://plus.lexis.com/api/document/collection/cases/id/674G-Y961-JS5Y-B3BY-00000-00?page=16&reporter=7066&cite=2022%20Colo.%20Discipl.%20LEXIS%2056&context=1530671
https://caselaw.findlaw.com/us-supreme-court/532/17.html
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d. Misappropriation of public funds and assets46 
e. Misrepresent the Charter to the Public47 
f. Electioneering 

5. File a claim against Kathryn Sellars for damages caused by failure to correct the 
unconstitutional nature of the Charter before it was placed on the ballot. 

6. Formally waive governmental immunity for everyone named in the above 
recommendations. 

7. Create an anonymous reporting method for staff and the public to disclose their concerns 
to management and Town Council, log those concerns and address them completely. I 
recommend a “suggestion” box. 

8. Conduct a processes audit for Accounts Payable to identify how anyone could have 
processed a check without knowing precisely what it was for. 

9. Monitor the intimidation tactics of Councilman Ramos and Mike Foreman and refer any 
future complaints to a criminal prosecutor. 

10. Require Robert’s Rules of Order training, particularly on how to deal with unruly individuals 
both at the dias and in the audience. 

11. Formally adopt the State Standard for Gerrymandering and apply it to the Home Rule 
Charter, and thereby acknowledge and adopt my finding that the Charter as presented to 
and passed by the voters under unfair and illegal election practices and with 
unconstitutional language is VOID. 

 
The findings in this report are both reasonable and necessary. They support my sworn oath of 
admission as an attorney to “support the Constitution of the United States and the Constitution 
of the State of Colorado”. The US and Colorado Constitution operate to invalidate any law that 
violates its terms. Any law that is written which denies your authority or duty to refuse to enact 
or enforce an unconstitutional law, is itself void, for violating the Constitution. The mere fact that 
the Statute giving rise to home rule is silent on whether you can refuse to enact or enforce the 
Charter or accept its election process for violating the Constitution, does not negate your duty to 
do so. In fact, if you fail to acknowledge the illegality of the Charter after reading this official 
finding, and instead authorize the Charter for enforcement as written, you could face legal 
liability both as a Town and personally as an ultra vires act. Town Council expressly has the 
power to legislate, adjudicate and execute laws. State statute clearly supports the Town Council 
in this self-governance. Implied in that is always the duty to remove any law deemed 
Unconstitutional.  
 
It is not you who voids the law, by my analysis, the Constitution of the United States and the 
Constitution of Colorado both voided it already. It is your duty by your oath to acknowledge that 
the Constitution voided the Charter. If the next Town Council decides to ignore this 
recommendation, a court would likely issue an emergency injunction preventing it from being 
enacted pending ratification of this report. 

 
46 It is important to note that the element of misappropriation does not require intent. It is a strict liability standard. During my 
investigation, I did find mitigating circumstances to show it could have been a mistake, however, in light of all of the conflict of 
interest, I find it was more likely than not based in callous disregard. 
47 The evidence strongly supports the conclusion that Kathryn Sellars authorized the use of the Town Seal on marketing materials, 
which resulted in misrepresenting the Charter as having the Town’s endorsement. 
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The law clearly states that you can not reform the Charter after it is passed by the Commission 
but must put it to the people for a vote in its flawed form. Therefore, the only remedy is to 
acknowledge it was void when presented to the public, and the Charter process must start over. 
This entire investigation is about Due Process, and how a few isolated violations led to one 
massive violation of Rights. Have faith in the process and justice will prevail. As the interim 
Town Council, your authority continues until the next elected Town Council is sworn in. 
 

In unbiased Truth, 
 

Grant Van Der Jagt, Esq. 



 MONUMENT TOWN COUNCIL 
REGULAR MEETING MINUTES 

Monday February 6, 2023 – 6:30 PM 
Monument Town Hall – 645 Beacon Lite Rd., Monument CO 80132 

Hybrid Meeting – Remote Participation Via Teams  
 
1. Call to Order, Pledge of Allegiance, Roll Call: Mayor LaKind called to order the regular meeting of the Monument 
Town Council and led those assembled in the Pledge of Allegiance. Proper notice of the meeting was posted for more 
than 24 hours in the designated posting locations. The following Council members were present for the meeting: 
 

TOWN COUNCIL TOWN STAFF 
PRESENT: 
Mayor Mitch LaKind 
Councilmember Jim Romanello 
Councilmember Steve King 
Councilmember Sana Abbott 
Councilmember Kenneth Kimple 

Mike Foreman, Town Manager 
Tina Erickson, Deputy Clerk 
Shelia Booth, Director of Planning 
Shawn Snow, AICP 
Robert Cole, Interim Town Attorney 
Erica Romero, Director of Operations 

ATTENDED REMOTELY:  
ABSENT WITH PRIOR NOTICE:  
ABSENT WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE: 

 
2. Approval of the Consent Agenda:   

a. Agenda- February 6, 2023  
b. Minutes Regular Meeting – January 17, 2023 
c. RESOLUTION NO. 07-2023: A RESOLUTION ENTERING INTO AN ANUMAL SERVICES CONTRACT WITH THE 

HUMANE SOCIETY OF THE PIKES PEAK REGION 
d. RESOLUTION NO. 08-2023: A RESOLUTION TO APPROVE AMENDMENT NO. 3 TO THE PROJECT AGREEMENT 

BETWEEN THE TOWN OF MONUMENT AND FORSGREN ASSOCIATES INC. 
e. RESOLUTION NO. 09-2023: A RESOLUTION AWARDING A CONTRACT TO SERVEPRO OF SOUTHEAST COLORADO 

SPRINGS AND SERVE PRO OF SOUTHWEST COLORADO SPRINGS, AND SERVEPRO OF NOTHERN COLORADO 
SPRINGS/TRI-LAKES FOR WATER DAMAGE REPAIRS AT 259 BEACON LITE ROAD 

f. RESOLUTION NO. 10-2023: A RESOLUTION APPOINTING AN ALTERNATE MEMBER TO THE PLANNING 
COMMISSION 

 
Romanello moved to approve the consent agenda. Abbott seconded the motion. Roll call vote was taken, motion   
passed 5 to 0. 

 
3. Beacon Lite LLC Annexation: 

1. PUBLIC HEARING on Resolution No. 11-2023: A Resolution Setting Forth Findings of Fact and Conclusions Based 
Thereon Regarding the Eligibility for Annexation to the Town of Monument of Territory Known as Beacon Lite 
LLC, Generally Located at 19375 Beacon Lite Road and Hereinafter More Specifically Described in Exhibit “A”. 
Snow Presented Resolution No. 11-2023 as included in the council packet.    

2. PUBLIC HEARING on Resolution No. 12-2023: A Resolution Approving the Beacon Lite LLC Annexation Agreement 
and Development Agreement. Snow Presented Resolution No. 12-2023 as included in the council packet.  

3. PUBLIC HEARING on Ordinance No. 02-2023: An Ordinance Annexing to the Town of Monument the Area Known 
as the Beacon Lite LLC Annexation. Snow presented Ordinance No. 02-2023 as included in the council packet.  

4. PUBLIC HEARING on Ordinance No. 03-2023: An Ordinance Amending the Official Zoning Map of the Town of 
Monument Establishing the Light Industrial (LI) Zone District Related to the Area Known as Beacon Lite LLC 
Annexation and Consisting of 5.02 Acres. Snow Presented Ordinance No. 03-2023 as included in the council 
packet.  



 
Keith Moore the architect and planner with RMG Engineers/Architects gave a presentation as included I on the 
Beacon Lite Development; introduced phases of buildings proposed office spaces in phase 1, storage buildings- 2 
story with basement in phase II, one story storage building in phase III along with the of businesses going into 
the developed area. 

 King expressed his concern about the rezoning to LI straight zone district, his concern with heavy traffic on 
Beacon Lite and road improvements needing to be addressed and if there can be restrictions made. John Clark 
owner of RMG explained the focus of the project currently. Cole clarified a PUD zone would be the best way to 
go or an annexation agreement could be considered with the owner with annexation. Booth stated restrictions 
could not be placed on uses unless the building proposed didn’t follow the standards. King is opposed to the 
following uses: warehousing with distribution, micro fulfillment centers, heavy vehicle repair, heavy equipment 
sales and service.  Kimple questioned if Clark has contacted the El Paso County to possibly develop in the county, 
Clark stated the county suggested they annex into the Town of Monument and to connect to the Town water to 
get off their current well.  Kimple stated his concern for safety and accessibility, road being inadequate.  
LaKind opened the floor to comments from the public and the following were Received: 
1. Laura Lucero submitted images that she took to submit into the minutes.  She stated her concern about the 

condition of Beacon lite and the safety of pedestrians and the increase of traffic.  
2. Mike Kopycinski spoke on the increase of heavy traffic on Beacon Lite, speeding on the road, trash, light 

pollution and noise. Citizens are asking for an accumulative traffic impact study, repaving and maintenance 
of Beacon Lite, right turn lanes into the businesses, sidewalks, landscape standards, preservation of trees, 
maximize setbacks, minimizing building heights water usage and to consider citizen concerns when 
approving development. 

3. James Stempeck expressed his concern for safety with the increase of traffic, the congestion of adding 
another traffic light. 

4. Kathryn Boyd asked the footprint of the current operation that RMG has in the springs, number of current 
employees and types of vehicles. 

Clark explained the two 3500 square feet proposed building is office use, the drill rigs they have is 3 350-450 
Ford trucks no semi’s and they will be stored in garages when not in use. Kimple questioned a time line for 
construction Clark stated the urgency of getting off the well will be within the first year and connecting to the 
town water system to the currently built buildings,  2-3 years to start construction on office building 
development. Clark agreed with the citizens’ concern of the condition of the Beacon lite road and encourages 
the council to push the county to widen and improve the road. Romero spoke about grants that have been 
received for current projects. King questioned if this were annexed into the Town what priority would sidewalks 
have compared to current projects.  Foreman stated it would be on the developer initially as they develop and 
build, roads and sidewalks are high priority for the town.  LaKind closed the public comment portion of the 
hearing.    
Booth passed out the updated annexation and development agreement showing corrections and revisions to 
the agreements which will be posted on the website for viewing. 
 
Romanello Moved to approve Resolution No. 11-2023. LaKind Seconded the motion.  Roll call vote was taken 
and the motion passed 3 to 2.  
Kimple and King opposed the motion  
Romanello Moved to approve Resolution No. 12-2023. LaKind Seconded the motion.  Roll call vote was taken 
and the motion passed 5 to 0.  
Romanello Moved to approve Ordinance No. 02-2023. Abbott Seconded the motion.  Roll call vote was taken 
and the motion passed 5 to 0.  
Romanello Moved to approve Ordinance No. 03-2023. LaKind Seconded the motion.  Roll call vote was taken 
and the motion failed 3 to 2.  
Kimple, King and Abbott opposed the motion. 
 



Romanello and LaKind  strongly encouraged  the citizens to reach out to the County Commissioners about 
Beacon Lite road conditions. Cole explained to outcome of council actions of their motions that were made on 
the resolution and ordinances about the zoning and uses, further discussion was had about the resolutions and 
ordinances. Booth clarified the property could be developed in the county. Booth asked for clarification on uses 
they want excluded. King listed LI zone: warehouse with distribution; equipment sales and services- heavy; 
vehicle service and repair- heavy, and micro fulfillment distribution center.  
 
Cole encouraged the council to make a motion to reconsider the initial motions on Ordinance No 03-2023, 
Ordinance No. 02-2023, Resolution No. 12-2023 and Resolution No. 13-2033 and to make a motion to table the 
initial items until the February 21 Town Council meeting to continue public hearing. 
 
LaKind Moved to reconsider Ordinance No. 03-2023. Romanello Seconded the motion.  Roll call vote was taken 
and the motion passed 5 to 0.  
LaKind Moved to table Ordinance No. 03-2023 until the next town council meeting on February 21,2023 regular 
meeting. Romanello Seconded the motion.  Roll call vote was taken and the motion passed 5 to 0.  
 
LaKind Moved to reconsider Ordinance No. 02-2023. Romanello Seconded the motion.  Roll call vote was taken 
and the motion passed 5 to 0.  
LaKind Moved to table Ordinance No. 02-2023 until the next town council meeting on February 21,2023 regular 
meeting. Kimple Seconded the motion.  Roll call vote was taken and the motion passed 5 to 0.  
 
Abbott Moved to reconsider Resolution No. 12-2023. Kimple Seconded the motion.  Roll call vote was taken and 
the motion passed 5 to 0.  
Abbott Moved to table Resolution No. 12-2023 until the next town council meeting on February 21,2023 regular 
meeting. King Seconded the motion.  Roll call vote was taken and the motion passed 5 to 0.  
 
LaKind moved to reconsider Resolution No. 11-2023 2023 until the next town council meeting on February 21, 
2023, regular meeting. Romanello Seconded the motion.  Roll call vote was taken and the motion passed 5 to 0. 
LaKind moved to table Resolution No. 11-2023 until the next town council meeting on February 21,2023 regular 
meeting. Kimple Seconded the motion.  Roll call vote was taken and the motion passed 5 to 0. 

 
Cole suggested the council make a motion to reopen and continue the public hearing at the February 21 2023  
regular Town council meeting 

  
Romanello moved to reopen and continue the public hearing at the February 21,2023 meeting.  King seconded 
the motion. Roll call vote was taken and the motion passed 5 to o 
 

Mayor LaKind called a Recess 8:00-8:10pm 
 
4. Ordinance(s):   

a. Ordinance No. 04-2023: An Ordinance Amending the Official Zoning Map of the Town of Monument Rezoning 
5.0 Acres From Commercial Center (CC) Zone District to Light Industrial (LI) Zone District for Property Known as 
XL3 Rigging Located on Beacon Lite Road. Snow presented Ordinance No. 04-2023 as included in the council 
packet. Mitchell Hess introduced the Owner Brett Leveare with XL3 Rigging to explain the business plan and 
provide information about the business. Mr. Hess explained the site plan and the need for storage of equipment 
and the reasoning behind rezoning the property to LI, funds would be available by escrow for sidewalks and fire 
hydrants to be installed with cost sharing and the proposed property details. King expressed his concern of 
setbacks, trees being kept on the property and not removed.   
Kimple clarified if restrictions could be applied to uses, and the removal of trees on the property. 
Lakind opened the floor to public comments from the public and the following were received: 



1. Mike Kopycinski asked for details on the perimeter fencing heights.  
2. Laura Lucero questioned what types of vehicles the owner would be using to conduct business  
Hess gave further information about the property and the conceptual plan. LaKind closed the public comment 
portion of the hearing. 
Romanello Moved to approve Ordinance No. 04-2023. Abbott seconded the motion.  Roll call vote was taken 
and the motion passed 5 to 0. 

 
5. Resolution(s): 

a. PUBLIC HEARING on Resolution No. 13-2023: A Resolution Approving a Final Plat for SBR Subdivision Filing No. 1. 
Snow presented Resolution No. 13-2023 as included in the council packet. LaKind opened the floor to comments 
from the public, none were received. LaKind closed the public comment portion of the hearing.    
 
Romanello moved to approve Resolution No. 13-2023. LaKind Seconded the motion.  Roll call vote was taken 
and the motion passed 5 to 0 .  
 

b. PUBLIC HEARING on Resolution No. 14-2023: A Resolution Approving a Preliminary/Final Plat for Home Place 
Ranch Filing No. 6. Snow presented Resolution No. 14-2023 as included in the council packet. The Applicant Phil 
Stuepfert gave a brief presentation of the proposed final Plat as included in the council packet. Kimple stated his 
concern about proper screening for privacy between lot 6 and lot 7, appreciated the applicant reducing the 
number of lots.  King stated his concern about trees being removed and questioned the acceptable number of 
trees that can be removed or transplanted process.   
LaKind opened the floor to comments from the public and the following were Received: 
Danny Ours with Town of Monument Planning Commission explained the reasoning for why it was decided to 
record lot 6 and start development; the traffic will be minimal and a good transition between the two currently 
developed areas. LaKind closed the public comment portion of the hearing.    
 
Romanello moved to approve Resolution No. 14-2023.  LaKind Seconded the motion.  Roll call vote was taken 
and the motion passed 5 to 0.  
 
 

5. Candidate Interviews: 
Cole explained the process developed for conducting the interviews for candidates, prior to the meeting 
Erickson and Hogan performed a lot drawing for the order of candidate presentations. 
1. Thomas R. Penewell 
2. Jason Gross 
3. Marco P. Fiorito 
4. Roman Peek 
5. Laura Kronick 
 The council asked questions of the applicants allowing candidates to present themselves. 
Hogan passed out the Ballots to the Councilmembers, Cole explained how each councilmember was to fill in 
their name on the ballot and vote for two (2) candidates, the 2 candidates with the highest number of votes 
would fill the vacancies. Hogan collected all the ballots, Erickson tallied the votes and read them for public 
record.  

Councilmember Romanello voted for Thomas R. Penewell & Marco P. Fiorito 
Councilmember Abbott voted for Marco P. Fiorito & Laura Kronick 
Mayor LaKind voted for Roman Peek & Laura Kronick 
Councilmember King voted for Marco P. Fiorito & Laura Kronick 
Councilmember Kimple voted for Marco P. Fiorito & Laura Kronick 

Erickson stated Marco P. Fiorito and Laura Kronick obtained the most tallied votes to fill the Town Council 
Vacancies. 



 
6. Public Comment(s): The following citizens commented: 

a. No comments were made. 
 

7. Council Authorization Item(s): The Council authorized the following: 
a. Presentation from Tri-Lakes Views on February 21 Regarding the Town Taking Ownership of Public Art Sites 

Program.  Foreman authorized to add item to the February 21st agenda. 
 
8. Town Council Comment(s): 

a. Kimple thanked the candidates that applied for council vacancies, appreciates citizens and staff that appeared 
to the meeting.  Would like to see funds considered for upgrading parks on the west side of I-25 and to include 
ADA compliance. 
b. King thanked candidates that applied for council vacancies and encourages their continued involvement and 
participation. 

 
9. Executive Session: Executive Session Pursuant to C.R.S. Section 24-6-402 (4)(b) for a Conference with the Interim 
Town Attorney for the Purpose of Receiving Legal Advice on Specific Legal Questions Relating to the Report of the 
Investigation Findings Dated December28, 2022.  Romanello moved to move into executive session and upon finishing 
resume regular meeting. LaKind Seconded the motion. Roll call vote was taken motion passed 5 to 0. 
 
LaKind called a recess for 5 minutes prior to Executive session. 
 
The Town Council entered Executive Session at 10:16pm 
The Town Council ended Executive Session at 11:05pm 
 
The Town Council returned to the open meeting at 11:10pm. 
 
9. Adjournment:  

a.  Romanello moved to adjourn the meeting.  Abbott seconded the motion.  The motion passed unanimously, and 
the meeting was adjourned at 11:11 PM.  

 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
Tina Erickson, Deputy Clerk 
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   March 10, 2023 
 
Via email only 
Grant D. Van Der Jagt, Esq.    
200 S. Wilcox St., #206 
Castle Rock, CO  80104 
 
 Re: Request for investigation filed by Mitchell LaKind, #23-54 
 
Dear Mr. Van Der Jagt: 
  
The enclosed request for investigation that has been filed with this office. The 
Colorado Supreme Court Office of Attorney Regulation Counsel is now 
investigating this matter pursuant to Colorado Rule of Civil Procedure 242.14.  
This investigation has been assigned to Senior Assistant Regulation 
Counsel Alan C. Obye (whose direct phone number is 303-928-7812) and 
Chief Investigator Laurie Ann Seab (whose direct phone number is 303-
928-7864). Now that your case is assigned to Mr. Obye and Ms. Seab, future 
contact should be with them.  
 
At this time, the facts and circumstances set forth by the request for 
investigation implicate Colorado Rules of Professional Conduct 1.1 
(competence), 1.6(a) (confidentiality), 1.7(a)(2) (conflicts of interest), 1.9(c) 
(duties to former clients), 1.13 (organization as client), 1.16(d) (duties upon 
termination), 4.1(a) (truthfulness in statements to others), 4.4(a) (respect for 
rights of third persons), 4.5(a) (threatening prosecution), 7.1 (communications 
concerning a lawyer’s services), 7.6 (political contributions to obtain legal 
engagements or appointments by judges); 8.4(c) (conduct involving dishonesty, 
fraud, deceit, or misrepresentation), and 8.4(h) (conduct that directly, 
intentionally, and wrongfully harms others and adversely reflects on a lawyer’s 
fitness to practice law). Reference to these Rules is intended to facilitate your 
response and is not intended as an exclusive list of the Rules that may be 
implicated in this matter. Please be advised that other Rules may become 
implicated as we conduct our investigation. 
 
Accordingly, you must file with this office AN ORIGINAL AND ONE COPY of an 
appropriate response, EACH WITH EXHIBITS, if any, within 21 days of receipt 

Attorney Regulation Counsel 
Jessica E. Yates 

Chief Deputy Regulation Counsel 
Margaret B. Funk 
 
Deputy Regulation Counsel 
April M. McMurrey 
 
Deputy Regulation Counsel 
Dawn M. McKnight 
 
Deputy Regulation Counsel 
Gregory G. Sapakoff  
 
 

COLORADO SUPREME COURT 
ATTORNEY REGULATION COUNSEL 

Attorneys’ Fund for Client Protection 
Unauthorized Practice of Law 

Senior Assistant Regulation Counsel 
Erin Robson Kristofco 

Alan C. Obye 
Lisa E. Pearce 

 
           Assistant Regulation Counsel 

Jill Perry Fernandez 
Jody McGuirk 

Michele Melnick 
Justin P. Moore 
Matt Ratterman 

Catherine S. Shea 
Jacob M. Vos 

Jonathan P. White 
Rhonda White-Mitchell 

E. James Wilder 
 

Inventory Counsel 
Jay Fernandez 
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of this letter. See C.R.C.P. 242.14(a)(3). This office will furnish a copy of your 
response to the Complainant. Thereafter, an investigator will contact you. 
Following our investigation of the allegations, you will be advised of our 
determination or that of the Supreme Court Legal Regulation Committee. 
 
In connection with this investigation, you have a legal obligation to preserve 
documents and data relating to the allegations made in this 
investigation. “Documents and data,” as used here, means hard copy 
documents, email, word processing documents, spreadsheets, databases, 
calendars, telephone logs, Internet usage files, and any and all other electronic 
information created, received, and/or maintained on your computer(s) or 
computer system(s). “Sources,” as used here, includes all hard copy files, 
computer hard drives, removable media (e.g., CDs and/or DVDs), laptop 
computers, desktop computers, PDAs, iPhones, cell phones, and any other 
locations where hard copy and electronic data may be stored. These sources 
may include personal computers, office computers, and computers previously 
used and still possessed by you, as well as other storage media, accessible or 
inaccessible, such as cloud storage accounts and/or back-up tapes, which may 
contain relevant electronic information that does not exist in any other form. 
 
In order to comply with your obligations, you should also immediately suspend 
deletion, overwriting, or any other possible destruction of relevant documents 
and data. You should also maintain your personal, office, and other computers 
such that those sources may be accessed in the future, and avoid destruction 
or altering of the same. You should instruct any staff, partners, employees, 
independent contractors, agents, or others who may have access to the 
documents, data, and sources described herein of your obligations as outlined 
in this letter so as to ensure that they understand the same and avoid 
destruction, alteration, or other interference with the accessibility of the 
documents, data, and sources. This same obligation applies to any such 
documents or data that may come into your possession in the future. 
 
Electronically stored data is an important and irreplaceable source of discovery 
and/or evidence in this matter. You must take every reasonable step to 
preserve this information until further notice from the Office of Attorney 
Regulation Counsel. Failure to do so may be a violation of Colo. RPC 8.4(d) 
and/or other Rules of Professional Conduct, and may constitute additional 
grounds for discipline. 
 
The rules for the discipline of lawyers, enacted by the Supreme Court, are 
contained in Chapter 20, C.R.C.P., Court Rules Book 1, C.R.S. The Colorado 
Rules of Professional Conduct are also found in Book 1.   

 
For your information, the Colorado Bar Association Ethics Committee is 
piloting a program designed to assist lawyers in disciplinary matters. For 
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information regarding the CBA Ethics Committee Assistance Program for OARC 
Disciplinary Matters, please visit the following link:  https://www.cobar.org/ 
For-Members/Committees/Ethics-Committee/OARC-Hearing-Assistance-for-
Lawyers. 

 
Sincerely, 

             

/s/ Catherine S. Shea    

Assistant Regulation Counsel 
 
Enclosure 
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Catherine Shea

From: investigations investigations
Sent: Thursday, January 5, 2023 6:04 AM
To: Rosemary Gosda
Subject: Fw: Request for Investigation of Lawyer/Choice of Form - Mitchell LaKind

 
 

From: Colorado Supreme Court Office of Attorney Regulation Counsel <notifications@cognitoforms.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, January 4, 2023 10:25 PM 
To: investigations investigations 
Subject: Request for Investigation of Lawyer/Choice of Form - Mitchell LaKind  
  

Colorado Supreme Court Office of Attorney 
Regulation Counsel 

Request for Investigation of Lawyer/Choice of Form 
 
 

 

Entry Details 

ENGLISH/SPANISH FORM English 

Office of Attorney Regulation Counsel 
YOUR NAME Mitchell LaKind 

YOUR ADDRESS 1060 Night Blue Cir, Monument, Colorado 80132 

YOUR EMAIL ADDRESS mlakind@tomgov.org 

YOUR PHONE NUMBER (719) 822-4865 

NAME OF LAWYER Grant Van Der Jagt 



2

ADDRESS 200 S. Wilcox St. 206, Castle Rock, Colorado 80104 

IS THIS PERSON A LAWYER? Yes 

TEXT The Town Council of Monument hired Mr. Van Der Jagt 
to conduct an investigation. He conducted the 
investigation as a political vendetta against certain 
public officials and employees. His conduct includes: 
-Waiving attorney-client privilege by intentionally giving 
access to privileged documents in a Dropbox account to 
certain third parties who are his political allies. 
-Threatening the Town Manager that if he did not sign 
the attorney's engagement letter, he would face civil or 
criminal liability. 
-Providing a report that displays legal incompetence, 
recommending among other things the Town Council 
unilaterally declare laws unconstitutional. 
-Refusing to provide his file to his client, the Town of 
Monument. 
-Filing a frivolous retaliation claim with the DOJ when 
the Town terminated his engagement after completion 
of the investigation report. 
-Mr. Van Der Jagt also surrendered his real estate 
broker license in 2017 following several complaints. 

DID YOU HIRE THE LAWYER?  Yes 

TEXT I was on the Monument Town Council when the council 
voted 4-1 to hire the attorney named in this complaint to 
investigate alleged violations of the fair campaign 
practices act, which I voted against. 

Electronic Signature 
SIGNATURE Captured 

TODAY'S DATE 1/4/2023 
 

  

 

 











































































































































































































































































TOWN OF MONUMENT  
TOWN COUNCIL STUDY SESSION & 

REGULAR MEETING AGENDA 
MONDAY, APRIL 3, 2023 – 5:30 PM 

Monument Town Hall - Council Chambers 
645 Beacon Lite Road - Monument CO  80132 

Participate Via Microsoft Teams: https://www.townofmonument.org/260/Town-Council 

1. Study Session From 5:30-6:30 PM:
a. Northern Delivery System

2. Call Regular Meeting to Order at 6:30 PM, Pledge of Allegiance, Roll Call:

3. Approval of the Consent Agenda:
a. Agenda - April 3, 2023
b. Meeting Minutes - March 20, 2023
c. Resolution No. 23-2023: A Resolution Supporting and Approving the Submission of the 
Energy/Mineral Impact Assistance Fund Grant (EIAF) to Supplement Funding of the 2023 
Comprehensive Plan Update - (Jeffrey Liljegren)

4. Proclamation(s):
a. Arbor Day - (Madeline VanDenHoek)

5. Discussion Item(s):
a. Expansion of Enterprise Zone Boundaries in Monument - (Madeline VanDenHoek)
b. Investment Strategy - (Mona Hirjoi)
c. Land Use/Zone Preemption Legislation - (Town Council)

6. Resolution(s):
a. Resolution No. 21-2023: A Resolution to Approve a Change Order for the 2MG Tank 
Pipeline Project With Wagner Construction - (Thomas Tharnish)
b. Resolution No. 22-2023: A Resolution to Approve a Contract With Forsgren Associates for 
the Design and Engineering Needed for the New Well 11, 12, and 13 Structures - (Thomas 
Tharnish)

7. Public Comment(s) For Items Not on the Agenda: Individuals attending in person may raise 
their hand to indicate their desire to comment. Individuals attending via Teams may "raise their 
hand" digitally to comment via connected devices. Please lower your hand when finished with 
your comments. Comments are limited to 3 minutes.

8. Council Authorization Item(s):

9. Council Comment(s):

https://www.townofmonument.org/260/Town-Council


10. Executive Session: Executive Session Pursuant to Section § 24-6-402(4)(b) C.R.S. for a
Conference With the Interim Town Attorney for the Purpose of Receiving Legal Advice on Specific
Legal Questions Relating to the Report of Investigation Findings Dated December 28, 2022 - (Bob
Cole)

11. Discussion/Action Item(s)::
a. Sherman & Howard Invoice No. 862015 to Mitchell LaKind for Professional Services,
12/22/22 through 1/31/23

12. Adjournment:



 
 

 

 

675 Fifteenth Street, Suite 2300, Denver, Colorado 80202-3622 
Account Inquiries: 303-299-8026 

AccountsReceivable@ShermanHoward.com 
Federal Taxpayer ID No. 84-0420314 

 
 

 

 102527.001 THIS INVOICE IS DUE UPON RECEIPT 

Mitchell LaKind 
106 Night Blue Circle 
Monument, CO 80132 
 
 INVOICE NO.  862015 
 FEBRUARY 10, 2023 
 
RE: Investigation Response 
 
 FOR PROFESSIONAL SERVICES RENDERED 

From 12/22/22 through 1/31/23 in 
accordance with the itemized statement 
attached: 

 
 
 
 OUR FEE: 21,501.00 
 
 DISBURSEMENTS:  0.00 
 
 INVOICE TOTAL:  21,501.00  
 
 
 BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD:  0.00 
 
 
 TOTAL OUTSTANDING BALANCE:  21,501.00 
 



 

 

- 2 - 

 
DATE DESCRIPTION OF SERVICES BILLED 

 
12/22/22 HOURS: 0.80  RATE: 515  COST: 412.00 
 William Reed Spoke with Mr. Tegtmeier, ran conflicts, and prepared 

engagement letter (no charge); spoke with Mr. LaKind on case 
background (.7, reduced to .4); responded to investigator request 
for information with extension time line (.3);  

 (.1). 
 
12/23/22 HOURS: 3.50  RATE: 515  COST: 1,802.50 
 William Reed Call with Mr. LaKind (.2, no charge); met with Mr. LaKind on 

strategy (reduced to 1); drafted responses to Van Der Jagt (1.5); 
analyzed relevant issues and reviewed statutes and code for 
arguments to stop improper council actions (2.7, reduced to 1). 

 
12/24/22 HOURS: 3.00  RATE: 515  COST: 1,545.00 
 William Reed Continued to analyze strategies to stop improper council actions 

(3.7, reduced to 3). 
 
12/26/22 HOURS: 5.00  RATE: 515  COST: 2,575.00 
 William Reed Communications with Mr. LaKind on strategy and developments; 

continued to analyze strategy approaches; drafted memorandum 
on elected officials' terms and transition of power; revised 
responses to Van Der Jagt; drafted news release (7, reduced to 5). 

 
12/27/22 HOURS: 3.00  RATE: 515  COST: 1,545.00 
 William Reed Worked with Mr. LaKind on legal requirements to take oaths of 

office and logistics; prepared written oaths; drafted media FAQ 
on legal questions; analyzed governmental immunity for Town 
clerk; sent responses to Van Der Jagt; finalized legal 
memorandum on transition of power; reviewed Town agenda and 
analyzed arguments to stop improper actions; researched ability 
of private attorney to attend executive session (4.6, reduced to 3). 

 
12/28/22 HOURS: 3.00  RATE: 515  COST: 1,545.00 
 William Reed Spoke with Mr. LaKind on special meeting strategy; prepared 

outline of arguments and citations for meeting; participated at 
meeting until adjourned (6, reduced to 3). 

 
12/29/22 HOURS: 0.70  RATE: 515  COST: 360.50 
 William Reed Analyzed Van Der Jagt report (1.7, reduced to .7). 

 
12/30/22 HOURS: 0.50  RATE: 515  COST: 257.50 
 William Reed Met with Mr. LaKind on Van Der Jagt report and Town plan of 

action (1.2, reduced to .5). 
 
01/02/23 HOURS: 0.50  RATE: 540  COST: 270.00 
 William Reed Analyzed succession if Council member does not swear in, and 

provided analysis to Mr. LaKind. 
 
01/04/23 HOURS: 0.50  RATE: 540  COST: 270.00 
 William Reed Spoke with Mr. LaKind; reviewed press and public meeting 



01/05/23 

William Reed 

01/09/23 

Carissa Davis 

01/09/23 

William Reed 

01/12/23 

William Reed 

01/16/23 

William Reed 

01/16/23 

William Reed 

01/18/23 

William Reed 

01/19/23 

William Reed 

01/21/23 

William Reed 

01/23/23 

William Reed 

01/24/23 

William Reed 

01/25/23 

motions; began analyzing retaliation claim (reduced to .5); 
prepared points on Van Der Jagt ethics violations (no charge). 

HOURS: _ 0.30 RATE: 540 COST: 162.00 

(.1); call with Mr. LaKind 

  

(.7, reduced to .2). 

HOURS: __0.30 RATE: 395 COST: 118.50    
HOURS: 2.00 RATE: 540 COST: 1,080.00 
Analyzed possible claims and other approaches regarding Mr. 

Van Der Jagt, and provided advice to Mr. LaKind (2, reduced to 

    

   (7). 

HOURS: 0.20 RATE: 540 COST: 108.00 
Call with Mr. Lakind on ethics investigation (.8, reduced to .2). 

HOURS: 0.00 RATE: 0 COST: 0.00 
Reviewed new social media posts by Schoening (no charge). 

HOURS: 1.50 RATE: 540 COST: 810.00 

Reviewed evidence related to VDJ and outlined key points. 

HOURS: 5.30 RATE: 540 COST: — 2,862.00 

Spoke with Mr. Lakind on VDJ complaint and other issues (1, 
reduced to .3); began drafting the VDJ request for investigation 

(5.4, reduced to 5). 

HOURS: _ 1.00 RATE: 540 COST: 540.00 

Continued drafting VDJ request for investigation (1.5, reduced to 
1). 

HOURS: — 2.50 RATE: 540 COST: 1,350.00 

Completed drafting VDJ request for investigation, prepared index 

of documents, and provided to Mr. LaKind for review. 

HOURS: 1.30 RATE: 540 COST: 702.00 

Revised VDJ request for investigation with Mr. LaKind's edits. 

HOURS: — 2.20 RATE: 540 COST: 1,188.00 
Reviewed new article provided by Mr. LaKind for inclusion 

(VDJ releases report and makes criminal conduct accusations) 

and revised the request for investigation, citations, and index of 

documents (.7); worked on gathering and selecting exhibits for 

request for investigation, including review of VDJ social media 
materials (1.5). 

HOURS: 3.00 RATE: 540 COST: 1,620.00 

-3-
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 William Reed Completed selection of all exhibits for request for investigation, 
including collections of media articles and social media posts; 
communicated with Mr. LaKind; reviewed letter, index, and final 
binders; directed delivery to regulation counsel (3.3, reduced to 
3). 

 
01/28/23 HOURS: 0.00  RATE: 0  COST: 0.00 
 William Reed Communicated with Mr. Cole (no charge). 

 
01/31/23 HOURS: 0.70  RATE: 540  COST: 378.00 
 William Reed Met with Mr. Cole on Town matters (.7); communicated with Mr. 

LaKind (no charge). 
 
 
FEES: 21,501.00 
 
 



  

  

Shermans siete - 
675 Fifteenth Street, S ), Denver, Co 0 80202-3622 

Account inquiries: JOS palnagnensi 
AccountsReceivable@Shermanhowara.com 

5 Federal T Taxoaver ID No a" 

Mitchell LaKind 

106 Night Blue Circle 

Monument, CO 80132 

INVOICE NO. 862015 
FEBRUARY 10, 2023 

RE: Investigation Response 

FOR PROFESSIONAL SERVICES RENDERED 

From 12/22/22 through = 1/31/23 in 

accordance with the itemized statement 

  

  

attached: 

OUR FEE: 21,501.00 

DISBURSEMENTS: 0.00 

INVOICE TOTAL: 21,501.00 

BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: 0.00 

TOTAL OUTSTANDING BALANCE: 21,501.00 

102527.001 THIS INVOICE IS DUE UPON RECEIPT



DATE 

12/22/22 

William Reed 

12/23/22 

William Reed 

12/24/22 

William Reed 

12/26/22 

William Reed 

12/27/22 

William Reed 

12/28/22 

William Reed 

12/29/22 

William Reed 

12/30/22 

William Reed 

01/02/23 

William Reed 

01/04/23 

William Reed 

DESCRIPTION OF SERVICES BILLED 

HOURS: __0.80 RATE... ko CON: 412.00 
      

COSI: 1,802.50 

  

HOURS: 3.00 BASES... ke COS L: 1,545.00 

  

(3.7, reduced to 3). 

HOURS: _ 5.00 RATE: 32D COSI; 2,575.00 

(7, reduced to 5). 

  

HOURS: 3.00 RATE: .....o82 COST: 1,545.00 
    

  

(4.6, reduced to 3). 

HOURS: _ 3.00 BATES) cD 1 COS: 1,545.00 
       

  

(6. reduced to 3). 

HOURS: . 0./0 RATE: mi ie COST: 360.50 

(1.7, reduced to .7). 

  

HOURS: _ 0.50 BATE eo COS L: 257.50         

     

       

(1.2. reduced to .5). 

HOURS: _ 0.50 RATE: 540 COs: 270.00 

HOURS: _ 0.50 RATE: 540 COST: 270.00 

%



01/05/23 

William Reed 

01/09/23 

William Reed 

  

01/12/23 

William Reed 

01/16/23 

William Reed 

01/16/23 

Wiliam Reed 

01/18/23 

William Reed 

01/19/23 

William Reed 

01/21/23 

William Reed 

01/23/23 

William Reed 

01/24/23 
William Reed 

01/25/ Nm
 

Ww
W 

      

(reduced to .5): 

(no charge). 

COST: 162.00 0 

ee eR 
HOURS: _ 0.30 RATE: 54 

  

(.7, reduced to .2). 

  

oO 855 Ot RAS: oO COS1: 1,080.00 

   (.7). 

HOURS: 0.20 RATE: 540 COST: 108.00 

(.8, reduced to .2). 

  

HOURS: _ 0.00 RATE: 0 COOST: 0.00 

(no charge). 

  

HOURS: _ 1.50 RATE: 540 COST: 810.00 

  

HOURS: 0.30 BALE... O60) COST: 2,862.00 

5 

(5.4, reduced tu 5). 

HOURS: _ 1.00 RATE: 540 COST: 540.00 

(1.5, reduced to 

    

HOURS: 2.50 RATE: .... 940 COSI: 1,350.00 

  

HOURS: _ 1.30 RALE:. 940 COS: 702.00 

  

HOURS: 2.20 RATE: 540 COST: 1,188.00 
      

HOURS: = 3.00 RATE: 540 ECGs. 1.620.00 

on 

-=J-



William Reed 

(3.3, reduced to 

  

     

01/28/23 HOURS: _ 0.00 RATE: () COST: 0.00 

William Reed eee (no charge). 

01/31/23 HOURS: _ 0.70 RATE: 540 COST: 378.00 

William Reed (.7); 

(no charge). 

FEES: 21,501.00



 

 

  
 

April 14, 2023 
 
Clerk Kyle Anderson 
Town of Monument 
645 Beacon Lite Road 
Monument, CO 80132 
via email: kanderson@tomgov.org 
 
Dear Clerk Anderson,  
 
On behalf of Kelly Elliott, I am providing notice of her intent to file an application in the District 
Court to show cause why you did not permit proper inspection of requested records under the 
Colorado Open Records Act (“CORA”). This notice is provided pursuant to C.R.S. 24-72-
204(5)(a).  
 
Upon the filing of my client’s CORA request, you provided Ms. Elliott a copy of a bill for 
services from Sherman and Howard to Mitchell LaKind in the amount of $21,501, but you have 
redacted all descriptions of the services billed. The Town recently passed a resolution to require 
the taxpayers to reimburse Mr. LaKind’s attorney services.  
 
There is no authority under CORA to withhold this information. Although Mr. Lakind had an 
attorney/client privilege with respect to the invoice, he waived that privilege when the invoice 
was submitted to the Town, a third party that was not a privilege holder.  
 
The Citizens of Monument have a right to know what services were provided using taxpayer 
funds. Reimbursement of personal expenses with taxpayer funds is not a proper use of public 
money and implicates ethical rules under the Colorado Constitution.  
 
There is a strong public interest in knowing if any of this money was spent for Mr. LaKind’s 
own personal defense. During the course of the now “disavowed” investigation by Grant Van 
Der Jagt, Mr. LaKind was accused by then-council member Schoening of sexual harassment, 
including commenting, while on the dias, he would have changed his vote for her council 
appointment if he had known that she gave “blow jobs” for appointments. This was overheard 
and confirmed by my client. Other accusations of abusive behavior were raised regarding Mr. 
LaKind throughout the investigation. The timing of these accusations coincides with the first 
date of legal services in December. The taxpayers should know if they are paying private counsel 
to defend this type of conduct for the personal benefit of Mr. LaKind. 
 



 
 

 

 

The public also has an interest in knowing if taxpayers paid Sherman and Howard to draft the 
complaint filed by Mr. LaKind against Mr. Van Der Jagt. The taxpayers can judge whether this 
use of public funds has any benefit to the Town.  
 
Please contact me if you would like to confer further on this matter. 
 
Thank you, 

 











































































TOWN OF MONUMENT 

RESOLUTION NO. 28- 2023 

A RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING PAYMENT OF SHERMAN &HOWARD 

LEGAL SERVICE INVOICE 

WHEREAS, the Town of Monument ("Town") is a home rule municipality duly 
organized and existing under Article XX of the Colorado Constitution and the Town's 
Home Rule Charter approved by the electors on November 8, 2022 ("Charter"); and 

WHEREAS, during a special meeting held December 13, 2022, Town Council of 
the Town ("Town Council") adopted Resolution No. 94-2022 authorizing an 
investigation of the Fair Campaign Practices Act requirements regarding an in-kind 
donation from the Town to the Monument for Home Rule Issue Committee for signs and 
doorhangers; and 

WHEREAS, during a special meeting held December 16, 2022, the Town Council 
approved Resolution No. 95-2022 to hire special attorney Grant Van Der Jagt to 
investigate concerns the Council had identified related to the November 2022 election 
and Ballot Question 2A; the Town Council also directed the Town Manager to hire a 
contractual attorney to represent the Town staff during the investigation; and 

WHEREAS, the prior Town Attorney resigned on December 20, 2022, and 
despite reasonable and diligent efforts the Town Manager was unable to hire a contract 
attorney to review and advise the Town regarding the proposed Starzynski Van Der Jagt 
Engagement Letter, represent the Town staff during the investigation, or advise the Town 
generally until the current interim Town Attorney was engaged by the Town on 
January 17, 2023; and 

. ,

WHEREAS, in the absence of legal counsel to advise the Town and its personnel, 
in December 2022, then Council Member and Mayor-elect Mitch LaKind engaged the 

�=- -- law firm Sherman & Howard -LLC to provide advice on matters related to the Van Der ... 
Jagt investigation, Town Council meeting and executive session procedures and 
requirements, Town Council transition under the newly adopted Home Rule Charter, and 
matters addressed in the Van Der J agt report; and 

WHEREAS, the Town Counsel has found that the Van Der Jagt Report goes well 
beyond the scope of the investigation authorized by Town Council Resolution Nos. 94-
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2022 and 95-2022, contains erroneous statements of fact and law, and generally fails to 
provide any reasonable analysis or substantiation for its conclusions and 
recommendations, and therefore the Town Council has disavowed the Van Der Jagt 
Report; and 

WHEREAS, the Interim Town Attorney has reviewed the services rendered by 
Sherman & Howard and advised the Town Council that with limited exceptions the 
services described in Invoice No. 862015 were related to providing for the interests of 
the Town of Monument and therefore it is both legal and appropriate for the Town to pay 
the Invoice in the reduced amount of $20,737.00 and 

WHEREAS, the Town Council, by motion duly made, second and approved at its 
regular meeting of April 3, 2023, authorized payment of the Sherman & Howard invoice 
and wishes to hereby affirm such authorization. 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE TOWN COUNCIL OF 
THE TOWN OF MONUMENT, COLORADO THAT: 

Section 1. Incorporation. The recitals set forth above are incorporated and resolved as if set 
forth in this section in full. 

Section 2. Authorization of Payment. Invoice No. 862015 from Sherman & Howard, LLC 
is hereby approved, and Town staff are authorized and directed to pay the Invoice in the reduced 
amount of $20,737.00. 

Section 3. Preservation of Attorney-Client Privilege. If the Town receives a proper request 
pursuant to the Colorado Open Records Act for inspection or production of Invoice No. 862015 
or any related documents such documents shall be properly redacted to protect the confidential 
and attorney-client privileged information contained in them, it being the intent of the Town 
Council that approval of Invoice No. 862015 shall not constitute a waiver of such privileges as 
to the Invoice or any other documents or information. 

,�section 4. Effective Date. This Resolution shall become effective and be in full force and 
effect immediately upon approval. 

,-·=---�S�ecHon 5. Severability. If any portion of this Resolution or the application thereof shall be 
found to be invalid by a court, such invalidity shall not affect the remaining portions or 
applications which can be given effect without the invalid portion or application, provided such 
remaining portions or applications are not determined by the court to be inoperable. 
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